




Accurate gear inspection depends on repeatable machine setup and objective
data evaluation. Profit depends on speed. Maag CNC gear measuring centers deliver all
three, in the lab and on the shop floor.
• Maag mechanical machines combine the speed and automatic checking of CNC with
the reliability of a base circle disc design for profile and lead gear inspection.
• Only Maag multi-axis electronic machines measure internal and external spur, helical
and duster gears with up to 15 sets of teeth, all in a single setup, with accuracy of
.000040 in.
• Maag's unique easy-to-use menu programming and software automatically bring the
stylus to the tooth surface.
Ifyou'd like to know how to spot your bad apples quicker, contact American Pfauter,
925 Estes Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007. Phone (312) 640-7500 .
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A STEP IN THE RIGHT D.IRECTIO.N

MiSSISSIPPIState and Alberta were chosen from a
larger field of uruversmes, community colleges and
vocational schools that applied for tile grant of the
machinery AGMA and Caterprllar have been
gra!Jfied by the response [0 the program so far and
hope to expand It to Include other companies and
other academic InstItUtions

The Idea ISbeautiful In Its SimpliCIty Companies
donate good. working used machinery [hat they
otherwise would dispose of In the course of moder-
nization. Schools that wish such machines plan

undergraduate and graduate programs using them to train Future
engineers. They apply for one of the machines through AGMA.
who adminIsters the grant. The only restrictions are that the
machines not be used for ma n ufacture or for research. The Idea
ISto make the machines avanaoie for training the largest number
of students possible. Schools also have to arrange and' pay for
shipping and mstananon of the machinery. but AGMA Will pro-
Vide technical adVice, and lack of funds to cover these expenses
Will not necessarily disqualify a school for one of these grants

Several factors have led to a serious decline in the number of
well-trained people to populate our shop floors In the future, but
the time is past for hand-wnnging, finger-polnMg and "am't-t-
ternble" whining about the future. The fact ISWithout skilled
employees. no amount of business acumen or "lean and mean"
bottom line thinking will keep U.S. companies cornpennve.

Caterpillar and AGMA have come up With a dynamite first
step toward a soiuton

It's the kind of idea that any company With the will [0 do so
can adopt. It's the kind of Idea that any educational Ins[i[ut)Qn
With the willIngness to spend the time It takes [Q plan for such
a grant can take advantage of. It's easy to talk In generalities
about how busmess must work In partnerstsp With schools to
Insure the trained labor force j[ needs for the future Here's a
chance to take some very specrfic steps to see that It happens.

A phone call to .AGMA to find out how your company can
partopate In trnsprogram is the onry first step reqUired. Perhaps
a second phone call to your local college. uruversty or vocanonei
school to Inform its englneenng faculty that such a program IS
available IS a good second step.

Maybe the sky Isn't falling after all. There are things we can do
as an industry to work for a better future for all of us. AII,[ takes
ISthe will to think ahead and the VISion [0 recoqnee a good Idea
when we see one.

I say congratulations to both AGMA and Caterpillar for bnng-
ing a good Idea [0 reality. To the rest of the gear mdustry I sug-
gest that thrs ISa case where Imitation ISnot only the sincerest
form of flattery. but also a way [0 work for the betterment of the
industry as a whole.

At t.he time I'm wfltlng trus edltonal. the new year
ISbarely two weeks old. The air and the papers are
still full of [hose IneVitable end-of -me-year esnmates
of how far we've come In one area or another and
how far we have to go. Analyses of the future, both
gnm and humorous, abound. There are even more
of these laundry lists of PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED
IMMEDIATELY than usual. SInce a new preSident
Will be Inaugurated In a week or so. Everyone has
advce for George Bush on what to do firstand how
to do It. Some of the adVice ISsound, and I hope he's
listening; however. reading all these position papers can be a
depressmq exerose.

If one believed everything the pundits say. It would seem as
though the sky really were failing. The world ISfull of Intractable
problems that have no easy solonons A host of difficult issues
need attention RIGHT NOW. and It's easy to despair. After all.
what can anyone of us, no matter how welHnformed and well-
Intentroned. do about the naoonal debt. world hunger. terrorism.
aod rain or the shambles that IS our publiC education system? But
tOJUS! throw up our hands and say. "What's the use?" ISto
Insure that whatever the problem IS Will only get worse and
worse. The solutions to even the toughest problems frequentJy
begin With Simple steps by a few people. and if all we can do at
the moment ISto POint out the steps and applaud, then that's
what we should do

A problem [hat IS of immediate concern to tne gear Industry
ISthe decline In the number of tJalned machinists and engineers
out there to do the work we Will need done In the next tvvo
decades. The number of students studYJng science and engineer-
Ing ISdeclrnlng Young men and women are not exactly bea!lng
down the doors of schools to be taught geanng At the same
nme. the tough economic times of the last few years have forced
gear manufaaurers to cut back sharply or ehffilnate enorely their
apprenticeship trainIng programs. According to Industry Week,
the average age of trained machine tool operators ISnow 58. and
the prqJected supply over the next: decades ISonly one fourth of
the proJeaed demand. Are these figures another example of the
sky falling7

Not everyone sees them that way. Caterpillar Incorporated
and AGMA have announced a program that. while It Will not
solve our engineering shortage. ISa good step In the nght direr -
DOn. And It's the kind of step that can be taken by any gear
manufacturer wrth the Will to do It.

AGMA has announced that Caterpillar ISdonating a Barber
Coleman hobber to both MiSSISSIPPIState UniverSity and to the
UniverSity of Alberta. The rnacrmes are from CaterpIllar's surplus
inventory and ordInarily would have been scrapped or sold on
the used machinery market. Instead they Will be used as an im-
portant part of the undergraduate and graduate mechanical
englneerrng clmcula at these schools. They Will prOVide engineer-
Ing students at these schools With Invaluable hands-on
exoerience.
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Predicted Effect of Dynamic Load
on Pitting Fatigue Life for

Low-Contact-Ratio Spur Gears

David G. Lewicki,
U.S. Anny Aviation Research &
Technology Activity - AVSCOM

NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Summary:
How dynamic load affects the pitting fatigue life of external spur

gears was predicted by using NASA computer program TELSGE.
TE1.SGEwas modified to include an improved gear tooth stiffness
model. a stiffness-dynamic load iteration scheme and a pitting-
fatigue-life prediction analysis for a gear mesh. The analysis used the
NASA gear lifemodel developed by Coy, methods ofprobability and
statistics and gear tooth dynamic loads to predict life..Ingeneral, gear
life predictions based on dynamic loads differed significantly from
those based on static loads, with the predictions being strongly in-
fluenced by the maximum dynamic load during contact.

With the modified TELSGE, parametric studies were performed
that modeled low-contact-ratio involute spur gears over a range of

6 Gear Techno.logy

gear speeds, numbers of teeth, gear sizes, diametral pitches, pressure
angles and gear ratios. Dynamic loads and pitting fatigue lives were
calculated. Gear mesh operating speed strongly affected predicted
dynamic load and life.Meshes operating at a resonant speed or at one-
half the resonant speed had significantly shorter Jives. Dynamic life
factors for gear surface pitting fatigue were developed on the basis
of the parametric studies. The effects of number ofteeth, gear size,
diarnetral pitch, pressure angle and gear ratio on predicted lifewere
related to the contact ratio. In general, meshes with higher contact
ratios had higher dynamic .lifefactors than meshes with lower con-
tact ratios. A design chart was developed for use in the absence of a
computer and program TELSGE. An example illustrates the use of
the design chart.



INTRODUCTION
Gears may fail from scoring, tooth fracture due 'to bending

:fatigue or surface pining fatigue. Scoring failure is usually
lubricasion related and can be prevented by proper lubrication
and proper operating temperatures. Tooth fractures are usually
caused by poor materials, improper design or overloading and
can be prevented by designing for bending stresses below the
material's maximum allowable stress, The American Gear
Manufacturers Association (AGMA) has a standard practice
for predicting gear surface pitting fati,gue.Ul The method
assumes that infinite lile results when the maximum. surface
contact stresses are less than the material's endurance limit. Sur-
face contact stress calculations may include a dynamic factor
to account for gear dynamic loading. The AGMA recommends
a dynamic factor of 1for gear teeth of lUgh accuracy, but states
that actual dynamic loads, computed or measured, can be
used.'l)· -

Gear research authorities do not completely agree on surface
pitting fatigue. Some state that gear materials do not have sur-
face endurance limits, (2-3) as is true for roUing-element bear-
ings. In 1975, Coy developed an improved model for the SUJ'-

face fatigue life of spur and helical gears, using an approach

""- Driver gear
.~rolatjon

contact ~
\ ...,

''-End of

Drjye~
rota Iion

Fig. l-Tooth intervals of a meshing gear pair.
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- Cincinnati, Ohio,
AOMA's Technical Education Seminars have been well received by the
participants, who've reported that the information has been useful and very
practical, This, the fifth in the series, win cover topics important to
understanding gear generation and gear machine tool set-up.

Gear Math at the Shop Level for the
Gear Shop Foreman

By Don Mcvittie, President of Gear Engineers, Inc.
Specifically designed for Gear Shop Foremen and Manufacturing
Engineers who must perform calculations necessary to set up machines to
cut standard and nonstandard gears with available tools on a standard
cutting machine.

The topics to be covered include:
o Two Gears in Mesh
o Internal Gears
o Ratio Problems

o The Involute Curve
o HeHcal Gears
o Interference Problems
o Practical Applications

- Plus -
0, Hand Calculator Solutions for Common Calculations
o Some Handy Guides for Keeping it all i.n Your Head

MATH REQUIRED: High School Algebra or equivalent. plus knowledge of trigonometry functions

Reglis.tr.ation$295 for Member.s, $395 Non-Members
For more information contact the American Gear Manufacturers Association Headquarters,

1500 King Street, Suite 201. Alexandria. VA 22314 (703) ,684-0211
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Operator Control
Panel 'or part load-
ing and machine
sel up.

See us at Quality
Expo, - Booth #1943

with
for one-

time entry of part
print and tolerance
data, "Mouse" per-
mits use of CAD
techniques.

Our Model 3000 QC Gear Analyzer is a third generation CNC gear inspection system in-
corporating all of the comprehensive anaiytlcal tests and evaluation capabi:lities of
previous M & M systems, such as our Model.2000, but with these added capablhtias:
• Dramatical'ly Improved speed and accuracy through new mechanical system design

and advanced CNC control technology.
• Computer hardware and applications software are modular to allow the user to buy

only the required capability. This makes the 3000 QC adaptable to 'laboratory testing
or production-line inspection.

• lnteqrated Statistical Process Control with local data base capability is an optional
feature.

• Networking w,ith MAPS compatibility is available.
• Robotic interfacing for totally automatic load/test/unload operation can be

incorporated.
For more information or applications assistance, wri,te or call: M & M Precision Systems,
300 Progress Rd., West Carrollton, OH 45449, 513/859-8273, TWX 810/450-2626,
FAX 513/859-4452.

Graphics printer
copies CRT.

Plotter delivers
multi-color hard
copy of graphics
and test data.

CNCstatus
monitor provides
status and posi-
tional display of
mechanical system
and CNC control
functions.

8 'IY!~M PRECISION
SYSTEMS

AN ACME-CLEVELAND COMPANY
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Nomenclature

B material constant (2.23 X lOB N / m 1.979, 35,000
Iblin.1.979, ref. 21)

equivalent damping per unit face width, N sec/rrr'
(Ib sec/in.2)

dynamic life factor
contact ratio
distance of inscribed parabola, m (in.)
modulus of elasticity, Pa (psi)
Weibull exponent
gear tooth face width, m (in.)
tooth thickness at root radius, m (in.)
beam cross-sectional moment of inertia, m4 (In.4)

contact position index
number of intervals; or polar mass moment of inertia

per unit face width (1-/2mri for disk), kg m (lb se2)
interval index
combined stiffness per unit face width, Pa (psi)
equivalent stiffness per unit face Width, Pa (psi)
mean equivalent stiffness per unit face width, Pa (psi)
gear tooth stiffness per unit face width, Pa (psi)
life for 90% probabilty of survival, Mrev
involute length, m (in.)
effective mass per unit face Width, J / ti, kg / m

(lb se2/in.2)

equivalent mass per unit face width, kg/m
(lb se~lin.2)

mass per unit face width, kg/m (lb se2Iin.2)

module, mm/tooth
number of teeth
diametral pitch, teeth/in.
dynamic load per unit face width, N/m (lblin.)
static load per unit face width, N 1m (lb/In.)
base pitch, 27rrbl N, m (in.)
normal load, N (Ib)
average interval load, N (lb)
tangential load, Q cos e. N (Ib)
radius of curvature, m (In.)
base radius, rp cos e. m (in.)
outside radius, m (in.)
pitch radius, NmDI2 =NI2P, m (in.)

r, root radius, m (in.)
5 displacement, m (in.)
T torque, N m (lb in.)
t tooth thickness at pitch radius, m (in.)
X relative displacement, m (in.)
x contact position, m (in.)
.:lx interval length, m (in.)
Y Lewis form factor
Z contact length, m (in.)
Zl contact length from pitch point to start of contact, m (in.)
Z2 contact length from pitch point to end of contact, m (in.)
a pressure angle at root radius, deg
'Y density, kg/rn" (lb/in.3)

o beam deflection, m (in.)
r damping ratio
1] life for 90% probability of survival, millionsof stress

cycles
() angular displacement, fad
~p curvature sum, m -1 (in. -1)

Ep average curvature sum, m-I (in. -1)
If pressure angle, deg
w speed, rpm
w" resonant speed, rpm

Ceq

e
f
ho
10

J

1
K
!Seq
Keq
k
L
I
M

m

Subscripts:
d dynamic life
1 gear tooth stiffness-dynamic load iteration index

contact position index
J interval index
m mesh
max maximum during contact position
s static life
t tooth
1 drivergear
2 driven gear

Superscripts:
(I) first pair of teeth in contact
(II) second pair of teeth in contact

similar to that for rolling-element bearings. (H) This work did
not, however, include the effect of dynamic load.

Early contributions to gear dynamic loading were made by
Buckingham, Tuplin, Richardson and Attia.(7-10) More re-
cently computer-based analytical programs have been
developed to determine gear tooth dynamic Ioads.(U·16) The
dynamic loads of these programs depend on such factors as in-
ertia and stiffness of rotating members, tooth spacing and pro-
file errors, size and speed. The loads are determined by solv-
ing the equations of motion of a given gear mesh system.

The objective of the present study was to combine the
dynamic load calculation procedure of W.ang and Cheng(4)

with the NASA gear life model of Coy(2-6) to determine how

AUTHOR:

DAVID G. LEWICKI is employed by the United States Amry Avia-
tion Research and Technology Activitys Propulsion Directorate at the
NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleve/and. Ohio. He 11(45been doing
work at NASA on helicopter and turboprop transmissions and transmis-
sion components since 1982, involved in both analytical and experimen-
tal research activities. He holds a B. S. degree in Mechanical Engineer-
ing at C/i?Veland State U11I'versityand fA M.S. degree in Mechanical
Engineering at the Unviersity of Toledo. He isa member of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and is current chairman of the ASME
Publicity Committee for the Design Engineering Division ..
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dynamic load afrects the pitting fatigue life of external spur
gears. NASA computer program TElSGE, modified to include
Cornell's gear tooth stiffness model,U71 a stiffness-dynamic
load iteration scheme and a pitting fatigue life analysis. was
used to predict gear dynamic loads and life. Parametric studies
using modified TELSGE were performed for low-contact-ratio
involute gears with no tooth spacing or profile errors. Gear
dynamic loads and tooth stiffnesses were calculated as a func-
tion of contact position and speed. On the basis of the
parametri.c studies dynamic life factors for gear surface pitting
fatigue were developed asa function of speed and contact ratio.

ANALYS[S
Gear We Model

Current theory. The ljfe model proposed by Lundberg and

BEBU .R & CHAMFER
quiiickly, accu.rately, ,inexpensively
... with the compact, rugg1ed

AIR JU'NIOR
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Palmgrenl16-201is the commonly accepted theory for predicting
the pitting fatigue life of rolling-element bearings. Because the
fatigue failure mechanism is similar for both gears and! roIling-
element bearings. made from high-strength steel. the Lundberg-
Palmgren model for bearings has been adapted to predict gear
lifeY-01Reference 6 gives the life tor a 90% probability of SUl'-

vival1j of a single tooth on a driver or driven gear of a mesh as

(1)

where B is a materia] constant based on experimental data; tis
the t.ooth face: width; Ep is the curvature sum at the start of
single-tooth contact; I is the involute surface length during
single-tooth contact; and Q is 'the static tooth load, norma] to
the contact. A complete list of symbols is given in the
Nomenclature.

The life of the complete driver gear (all teeth) L1 in terms of
driver gear rotations is

(2)

where NJ. is the number of teeth on the driver gear and e, the
Weibull exponeat, is a measure of scatter in fatigue life. Ex-
perimental research on MSI 9310 steel spur gears has shown
gear fatigue to follow the Wei bull failure distribution with e ""
2.5.13'

DrIVer gear
roll!tion

1-----

Fig. 2-Basic geometry of a pair of external spur gears in mesh.



The Iif,e of the complete driven gear L2 in terms of driver
gear rotations is

~ = (;~)N2-1I~fI
where N2 is the number of teeth on the driven gear. The mesh
life (both driver and driven gears) LI1I in terms of driver gear
rotations is given by

(3)

(4)

Expanded theory. To adapt the current gear life model for
predictions based on gear tooth dynamic loads, the tooth was
divided into intervals (fig. 1). The use of intervals allowed the
current gear life model to account for load and curvature sums
varying with contact position. The complete gear tooth life was
determined from the interval lives and methods of probability
and statistics. The details are as follows.

When a pair of external spur gears is in mesh (Fig. 2), the line
tangent to the base circles of both the driver and driven gears
is called the line of action. The gears begin contact when the
outside radius of the driven gear intersects the line of action. As
the gears rotate, the contact point occurs on the line of action.
The contact ends when the outside radius of the driver gear in-
tersects the line of action. The point a,t which the pitch circles
ofthe driver and driven gears intersect is called the pitch point.

r•. ~

Fig. 3 - Curvatures of involute t eth In coni .. ct.

The distance along the line of action from the pitch point to the
start of contact is

Z1 ;;::;.J r!.2 - '~.2 - 'p.2 sin I{)

The distance along the line of action from the pitch point to the
end of contact is

The contact length Z is defined as

Dividing the contact length into equal-size intervals of length .6.x
gives

Z
4x =-

J

Drewco Hobbing Fixtures malntaln the
requlred close relatinnship between
tlhe locating surface and the fage. of
the 'Q,ear. The rugged prectsron
construction maintains the close hol!d
to face relationship whether Ilocating
on smooth diameters or sphne teeth.
Tlh,e expan.d,ing 8..rbor will effect'ive.'IY
hold a glear Blank for finish turning,
g'ear c~Uing. ge~r finishinq, and gear
inspection operations.

'Center IMandr,ell,. AdJlllt811~11I' IHolders '. Checklngl Allum
'C.. ntering Cilrluckl -IBorlngl Bar Chucks, • Splndl. Chllcka

PreCision WOf1kholdmgand Tool Holding 0 vices
3745 Nicholson Road '.' P.O. Box 127

Franksville, WI 53126

Telephone (4114),886-5050
IFa.xNumber (414) 886-5872
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where J is the total number of intervals on a tooth, and

Xi :;;:::.- Zl + (i - 1 )tl.x for i :;;:::[ to J + I (9)

where x is the contact position along the line of action ..The value
of x is negative when contact is before the pitch point, zero when
at the pitch point/and positive when after the pitch point.

The life of each interval for a 90% probability of survival is
given hom Equation 1 by

for j = 1 to J (10)

where B and f do not change from interval to interval. Both cur-
vature sum and involute length, however, change with contact
position.

At the (th contact position the radii of curvature of the driver

* compact Design: Ide,,1 for cel/ erwuonmerus

• Durable: DeSigned to meet producuon demands

• Fast set up and operation: Most set ups made In less than I minute wllh
typlC.31 cycle times or I minute or less

•. Portable: With optional cart It can be moved from work. stanon 10
work stanon

* Fast chucking' OUlckly chucks most pal(S without COSIlyand lime
consuming special tooling.

'" vernrer Scales: Vernier scales on the adJu~tmenr axes allow quick and
coossreor repeat setops

* Modular .Design: oouons Install and remove In seconds.

• Versatile Systf'lll: Wllh the opnonai equipm nt pra(lIcaHy any 'YIX' of
gear and edge finish can readily be aChieved

,JAMES EINGI:NEEFUNG
11707 McBean Drive

EI Monte, California 911732
(818) 442·2898

FAX (818) 442.Q374
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and driven gears (Fig. 3) are

Ru :;;:::rp.1 sin <p + Xi (11)

R2.i :;;:::rp.2 sin <p - Xi (12)

The curvature sum at the loth contact position is

1 1
Epi :;;:::-. -- + --- (13)

RI•• R2,i

For the 10th interval the average curvature sum used in the life
model is

for i = j (14)

The curvature sum varied slightly with contact position for the
example gear mesh data from Table Ifor 100 intervals on each
tooth (Fig. 4a). (The contact position was made dimensionless
by dividing by the base pitch Ph.) The plot shows the curvature
sum to be symmetric about the pitch point (x =0). This was true
only because the driver and driven gears of the example were the
same size.

The involute surface lengths of the driver and driven gears for
the jth interval (for small ar) are

f] j = (.tl.x. ). Xi + .6.x tall f{)
rb.1

£2j = - (~:)Xi + 8X tan <p

for i =i (15)

for i :;;:::j (16)

The involute length is a linear function of contact position
(Fig. 4b), Equations 15 and 16 imply that rotating a gear mesh
through equal angles produces unequal involute lengths and,
thus, different-size tooth intervals (as shown in Fig. 1).

By using intervals the life model considers load that can vary
with contact position. For the ,th interval the average load used
in the life model is

(17)

The static load variation with contact position depends on the
number of teeth incontact (Fig..4c). As a pair ofteeth begin con-
tact, the preceding pair of mating teeth are also in contact. This

Table I. Baseline Data For Both Driver And Driven Gear

Number of teeth 36 I

Diametral pitch 8 '
Outside radius, em (in.) 6.033 (2.375)
Base pitch, em (in.) '" .. 0.937 (0.369)
Face width. em (in.) 0.635 (0.250)
Pressure angle, deg 20
Root radius, em (in.) 5.318 <2.(94)
Fillet radius. em (in.) 0.102 (0.040)
Chordal tooth thickness, em (in.) 0.485 (0.191)
NonnaJ load. N (lb) 1718 (386)
Speed, rpm 4000
Material Steel



double-tooth-pair contact occurs for Intervals 1 to 41, and it is
assumed that half the applied load is transferred per contact.
Near 'the pitch point single-tooth-pair contact occurs (Intervals
42-59), and all the load is transferred byit. Toward the end of
contact, double-tooth-pair contact again occurs (Intervals
60-100) as the following pair of mating teeth begin contact. As
before, it is assumed that half the load is transferred per contact.

The life of a complete gear tooth 111 is determined from the in-
terval lives and methods of probability and statistics where

_ (~' _.)-Il~
l1r - .i.J 1/) ,

J=I

The complete tooth life was always shorter than the lives of the
shortest-lived intervals (Fig. 4d). Also, intervals with larger
applied loads had much more influence on gear tooth life than
intervals with smaller loads.

The tooth lives for a driver and driven gear in mesh are deter-
mined by the expanded life theory and Equation 18. They are
equal if the driver and driven gears are the same size. They are
slightly different if the driver and driven gears are different sizes
because of curvature sums and involute lengths. The complete
gear lives and mesh life are determined. as before, by using Equa-
tions 2 to 4 and substituting 1'/, for 1/.

The total number of tooth intervals was varied from 30 to
over 400 to check convergence on Iife, Static loads were used.
Alil cases predicted the same tooth life. Gear size, diametral pitch,
pressure angle and gear ratio were also varied to compare mesh
lives predicted by the current and expanded theories. Static loads
were used. The expanded theory predicted mesh lives a little
longer than, but within 10% of, those predicted by the current
theory fer meshes with equal-size gears. This difference was
caused by the expanded theory's curvature sum variation with
contact position. Thus for meshes with equal-size gears, the cur-
vature sum variation has a small effect on life. For meshes with
unequal-size gears, however. there were greater differences in.the
mesh lives predicted by the two theories.

(18)

Gear Tooth Dynamic loads
Gear tooth dynamic load model. The contact load of meshing

gear teeth varies as the contact point moves along the line of ac-
tion. This is known as dynamic load. It is mainly caused by
single- and double-tooth-pair contact transitions, tooth stiffness
variation along the contact, and tooth profile deviations from
true involutes (tooth profile errors). NASA computer program
TELSGE(14-16) was used to determine gear tooth dynamic loads.
The program models meshing gears as a pair of rigid diskscon-
nected bya spring (Fig. 5). The spring stiffness corresponds to
gear teeth stiffnesses.

The dynamic load model uses the equations of motion
governing the angular displacements of the driver and driven
gears. By converting the angular movements of the disks to
linear displacements along the line of action, and by algebraic
manipulation, the 'equations of motion are represented by a
single diffef'E~ntialequation. where

.. .
M~ + CeqX + KeqX == P, (19)

The dependent variable X, called the relative displacement. is the

compression of the spring along the line of action,

X = S\ - S2

where

and

The equivalent mass per unit face width is

MIM2
Meq =

M\ +M2
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fig. 4 - Effect of contact position on gear life parameters for gear data from
Table!.
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Driver gear

Driven gear

fig. 5- Dynamic model of meshing gears.

laf lb)

(a) Single-looth-pair contact.
(b) Double-tooth-pair contact.

Fig. 6 - Gear tooth stiffness models.
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Define static load Ps

Calculate combined stiffness K

Calculate dynamic load Pd, 1(1·1)

Recalculate combined stlf!ness

Recalculate dynamic load Pd, 1+1

Is IPd, 1+1 - Pd, II < Convergence criteria?
Pd, I

Yes

Calculate life

Fig. 7 - Flowchart of gear tooth combined stiffness-dynamic load interaction
scheme in computer program TELSGE.

The equivalent damping coefficient per unit face width Ceq in-
cludes the 'effect of viscous damping,

(23)

where r is the damping ratio, Keqis the equivalent stiffness per
unit face width (discussed in the section Equioalent gear tooth
stiffness), and P, is the static load per unit face width.

The relative displacement is determined as a function of con-
tact position by using a Runge-Kutta numerical method and
solving Equation 19. The dynamic load on a gear tooth is deter-
mined as a function of contact position by

(24)

where Pd is the dynamic load per unit face width and K is the
combined stiffness per unit face width (discussed in the section
Equivalent gear tooth stiffness). Note that when X is negative,
the teeth separate and the dynamic load is zero. Although tooth
profile errors can be accounted for in Equations 19 and 24,. they
were beyond the scope of this study ..

Gear tooth stiffness. Computer program TELSGE was
modified to incorporate the gear tooth stiffness model of Cor-
nellY7J regarded as the present state of the art. The stiffness
model consists of tooth bending as a cantilever beam, fillet and
foundation f1ex.ibilitiesand local Hertzian compression, all as
functions of contact position. In Cornell's model the deflections
due to bending and fillet and foundation flexibilities are
expressed as linear functions of load, but the deflections due to
Hertzian effects are not linear with. load. This makes the stiffness
of a gear tooth dependent on dynamic load, and Equation 19
nonlinear.

Equivalent gear tooth stiffness. The stiffnesses of the driver
and driven teeth of a mesh, kl and k2. respectively, are found by
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Fig. 8 - Effect of gear tooth combined stiffness-dynamic load interation scheme
on dynamic load for gear data from Table l.

the methods of Cornell. (171 The combined stiffness K fer a pair
of teeth in contact is

klk2
K=--

kl + k2

Fer single pair of teeth in contact (Fig. 6a) the equivalent stiH-

(25)

ness is

Keq = K (26)

For two pairs of teeth in contact (Fig. 6b) the equivalent stiffness
is

(27)

where

(28)

(29)

The superscript (I) refers to the first pair of teeth in contact and
(II) refers to the second pair of teeth in contact. The equivalent
stiffness of Equation 19 varies from double-tooth-pair contact
at the start of mesh to single-tooth-pair contact and back to
double.

Iteration of gear tooth stiffness and dynamic load. Because of
the Hertzian compression, gear tooth stiffness is net independent
of dynamic load. TELSGE was therefore modified to iterate for
dynamic load (Fig. 7). First the static load is defined. As in the
example (Fig. 4c) all the load is transferred per contact during
single-tooth-pair contact, and half the load is transferred per con-
tact during doub.le-tooth-paircontact. Next the combined stiff-
ness is detennined along the contact position by using the static
load in the Hertzian deflection computation. Then the dynamic
load is determined along thecontact position. Next combined
stiffness is recalculated by using the calculated dynamic load in
the Hertzian deflection computation, Then dynamic load is

\-1.------
I.... Single- and double-

tooth-pair contact. ~

I
I

LSlngle- and double-
tooth-palr contact
mean value. Keq ~...1---__

Fig. 9 - Effect of contact position on gear tooth combined stiftness lor gear data
from Table I.

recalculated by using the latest stiffness values, The stiffness and
load calculations continue until the change in dynamic load with
each iteration becomes smaller than a preset amount.

With modified TELSGE and the example data (Table [) the
dynamic load required only four iterations to converge to within
0.1 % (Fig. 8). So few iterations were required since the Hertizan
deflection was usually only 10 to 20% ot the total gear tooth
deflection. The variation in equivalent stiffness due to double-
and single-tooth-pair contact transitions is a major excitation in
the dynamic load model (Fig. 9). The dynamic load varied ap-
preciably from the static when the operating conditions of the
example were used (Fig. 10). The maximum dynamic load dur-
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ing contact was about 30% greater than the static load.
Gear life using dynamic loads. The expanded gear life model,

which accounts for variations of load and curvature sums with
respect to contact position, was incorporated in modified
TELSGE ..The dynamic loads were used in the Hfemodel, where

o. = Pd.J for i = 1 to 101 (30)

1.6

~~ 1.2
""b
c,

~.
. 8..,

~
.l.!
~
c: .4>-c

a
-1.0 , ..5 .5 1.0

Normalized contact position. xlPb

Fig. 10 - EfFect of contact position on gear tooth dynamic load for gear data from
Table I.
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(TELSGE divides the contact length into 100 intervais.) For the
data from Table Ithe mesh life based on dynamic loads was then
50% shorter than that based on static loads. The cause was the
increase in maximum load during contact when dynamic loads
were considered (Fig. 10).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
NASA computer program TELSGE, modified to include an

improved gear tooth stiffness model, a tooth stffness-dynamic
load iteration scheme, and a pitting fatigue life prediction
method was used to perform parametric studies. Dynamic loads
and gear mesh life predictions were performed over a range of
gear speeds, numbers of teeth, gear sizes, diametral pitches,
pressure angles and gear ratios .

Effed of Speed on Dynamic load and life
Modified TELSGE was run using the mesh data in Table I for

speeds ranging from 600 to 12000 rpm. At very low speeds the
dynamic load as a function of contact position (Fig. 11)
resembled the static load, However, spikes occurred at double-
to single-tooth-pair contact transitions, and at single to double.
As the speed increased, the dynamic load as a function of con-
tact position differed appreciably from the static.

1,0 0

16 Gear Technologv

Fig. 11- Effect of contact positonand speed on gear tooth dynamic load for gear data from Table L



The dynamic load reached a maximum at a resonant speed
Wn of about 8500 rpm. At speeds below resonance the excitation
frequency from the change in equivalent stillness was lower than
the resonant frequency, and the dynamic load was basically an
oscillatory load superimposed on the static load. This produced
peak dynamic loads greater than the static load. At speeds above
resonance the dynamic load had a smoother response, with
peaks lower than the static. This was caused by the greater in-
ertia forces at higher speeds. The resonant speed can.be approx-
imated by

W ;;:;:.J K!JIMeg cos '" (60).1
/I N 2'lf

Here, although the mean equivalent stiffness Keq varies with
load and speed due to Herman effects, its influence on w" is not
significant.

For the data inFig. 11 the maximum dynamic load during con-
tact was greatest at the resonant speed (Fig. 12). It was also
greater than the static load at speeds below resonance, with a
secondary peak at about wlw" = 0.5. At speeds above
resonance the maximum dynamic load during contact decreased
and was less than the static load above wi Wn == 1.2.

The gear mesh life as a function of speed for mesh data in
Table I is shown inFig. 13. The dynamic life factor is defined as

(31)

Ld
C,,=-

Lr

(32)

where Ld is the gear mesh life based on the expanded life theory
and dynamic loads, and L. is the gear mesh life based on the ex-
panded life theory and static loads (as illustrated in Fig. 4). Com-
paring Figs. 12 and 13 shows that the gear mesh life decreased
when the maximum dynamic load during contact increased,
This was true even though the analysis considered the load along
the complete contact length. The mesh life as a function of speed
was lowest at resonance ..

Effed of Mass, Stilfness and Damping on Gear Life
The mass, stiffness and damping of a gear mesh system

significantly affected dynamic load and life. Modified TELSGE
was run using the mesh data in Table I while varying the

2.0o .5 1.0
orrnatized speed, wlun

Hg. 12 - Effect of speed on maximum gear tooth dynamic load during contact
[or gear data from Table 1.
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Fig. 13- Effect of speed on gear mesh life for gear d ta from Table L
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Fig. 14 - Effect of damping ratio on gear mesh life for gear data from Table L

equivalent mass Meq and keeping aJIother parameters the same.
The life-speed results were identical. when plotted ond:imen-
sionless coordinates (as in Fig. 13). Modified TELSGE was also
run while varying the equivalent stiffness Keq and keeping all
other parameters the same. Again, the life-speed results were
identical when plotted on dimensionless coordinates (as in fig.
13). Thus, the value of the equivalent mass or the equivalent stiff-
ness had no effect on the life-speed results when plotted on
dimensionless coor-dinates. However, as expected from Equation

31, different values of theequi.valent mass or the equivalent stiff-
ness produced different values for the resonant speed, The
equivalent mass and equivalent stiffness must accurately portray
the gear mesh being modeled for the calculated r-esonant speed
to be accurate,

The damping force in the dynamic load model depends on the
gear system's viscous friction and is usually an unknown. Damp-
ing ratios r between 0.1 (in Equation 23) and 0.2 were used in
Reference 11to correlate analyti.cal and experimental dynamic
load gear tests. Here damping ratios of 0.10,0.17 and 0.25 were
used (Fig. 14). Decreasing the damping ratio increased the
dynamic load and, thus, shortened the mesh life at speeds near
the resonant speed and one-half the resonant speed ((JJI (JJ1I = 1.0
and 0.5, respectively). A damping ratio of 0.17 was used in the
original version of TELSGE and was used in this study for all
other figures.

Effect of Speed and Contact Ratio on Gear Life
Modified TILSGE was used to predict how speed and contact

ratio affect dynamic load and gear life. Number of teeth, gear
size, diametral pitch, pressure angle and gear ratio were varied.
The driver gear data for the different runs are shown in Table II.
The different sets had basically the same shape while displaced
upward or downward when plotted on dimensionless life-speed
coordinates (Fig. 15). In most sets the mesh life was shortest at
the resonant speed or one-half the resonant speed and was
significantly shorter than the life based on static loads at those
speeds. For all sets meshes operating above resonance had
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fig. 15- Effect of speed on gear mesh life for parametric study data. from Table 11.

Table Il. Driver Gear Data
(Set 1 used for baseline: shaded area indicates parameter varied
from baseline.)

2,0

2.0

$el Number Pilch Diametral Pressure Gear Contact
of radius, pitch angle, ratio ratio

teeth cm deg

1 36 5.715 8 20 I 1.69
2 20 3.115 1.56
3 28 4.44~ 1.64
4 44 6.985 1.73
:5 52 8.255 1.76
6 60 9.~2:S 1.78
7 66 6.985 12 1.80
8 99 6.985 18 1.85
9 28 4.445 8 14.S 1.92

10 20 3.175 25 1.41
11 28 4.44:5 25 1.46 I
12 36 5.715 25 ]50
13 36 :5 7.15 20 2 1.75 J
14 36 5.715 20 1 1.78

I

I J' 1.5

.5

ormalized
speed,
urun

,:- 0.,7
\

o~-----~----~--~L---~~--~~--~
l.4 1.5 l.b 1.7

Conlact ratio, C

Fig. 16 - Eff«t of contact ratio on gear mesh life for parametric study da ta from
Table II,

Significantly longer lif:e when compared with the static load
calculations.

The contact ratio c, defined as the average number of teeth
pairs in contact, is given by

Por a mesh with a contact ratio of 1.6, two pairs of teeth are in
contact 60% of the time, and one pair is in contact 40% of the
time. Lew-contact-ratio gears have contact ratios between land
2. In the parametric studies the contact ratio ranged from 1.41
to 1.92.

For the data in Fig. 15 the dynamic life factor was plotted as
a functiono! contact ratio in Fig. 16 for speeds wlw" 'of 0,7 and

z
c=-

Pb
(33)
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1.0. A sixth-order polynomial curve-fit was used to generate the
curves. At a constant normalized speed the dynamic life factors
were about the same for meshes with contact ratios between 1.4
and 1.6, but were significantly higher for meshes with higher
contact ratios.

With higher contactratios the equivalent stiffness (Fig. 9) had
a smaller duration of single-tooth-pair contact and, thus, a
smoother transition of double- to single- to double-tooth-pair
contact. This resulted in lower dynamic load factors and higher
dynamic life factors. For the sets studied, 'the resonant speed
varied with equivalent mass, mean equivalent stiffness, pressure
angle and number of teeth.

A general design chart for the dynamic life factor of a gear
mesh was developed from the parametric studies (Fig. 17), The
objective was to determine the dynamic life factor as a single sim-
ple function of speed and contact ratio to be used when a com-
puter and program Tl2LSGEare not available, The heavy solid
line represents the best fit of the results of the parametric studies.
For wi w~~ 0.5 the dynamic life factor can be read directly from
the plot by using th scale on the left. For wlwn > 0.5 the
dynamic life factor is the product of the value of the curve (us-
ing the scale on the right) and theconta.ct ratio to the sixth power.
The light dotted lines represent the actual results of the
parametric studies and indicate the possible error when using the
chart. An example problem given in Appendix A demonstrates
the use of the design chart. A simplified hand calculation of gear
tooth stiffness is also given in Appendix A.

SlfM:MARY OF RE:5ULTS
How dynamic load affects the pitting fatigue life of external

spur gears was predicted by using a modified version of the
NASA computer program TElSGE to perform parametric
studies. TElSGE was modified to include a surface pitting fatigue
life analysis. The parametric studies modeled low-contact-ratio
involute gears with no tooth spacing or profile errors. The
following results were obtained:

1. Gear life predictions based on dynamic loads generally dif-
fered significantly from those based on static loads and were
strongly influenced by the maximum dynamic load during
contact ..

2. Gear mesh operating speeds strongly affected predicted
dynamic loads and. thus, gear life. In most cases studied, meshes
operating at a resonant speed or one-half the resonant speed had
significantly shorter lives than the life based on static loads.
Meshes operating above resonance had significantly longer lives.

3. In general, meshes with higher contact ratios had higher
predicted dynamic life factors than meshes with lower contact
ratios.

41. Damping significantly affected predicted gear mesh lifefor
meshes operating at or near a resonant speed or one-half the
resonant speed.

S. A solution for dynamic load converged with only a few
iterations of gear tooth stiffness and dynamic load because the
Hertzian deflection was relatively small in comparison with the
total gear tooth deflection.
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APPENDIX A
Example Problem

Example problem. Determine the dynamic life factor of the mesh
from the data given in Table HI when the driver gear is rotating
at SOOOrpm.

Solution. The pitch radii are

The base radii are

ro,l =rp.l cos '1'=(6.773 em) cos 25° =6.138 em (2.417 in.)

rb.2 = (2U65 em) cos 25° = 19.182 em (7.552 in.)

From Equations Sand 6 thecontact lengths from the pitch point
to the start and end of contact are

1 1 ( 1 em)rp I = -.Nvn; = ":'(32 teeth) 4.233 rom/tooth x -- ..- I.. 2 . 2 lOmm
= 6.773 em (2.667 in.)

ZI = ../(21.590 cm)2 - (19.182 em)?

- (2 I.I65 em) sin 25° = 0.964 em (0.379 in.)

Z2 = .J (7.196 em)2 - (6.138 em)2
1 ( lcm)rp 2 = - (100 teeth) 4.233 rom/tooth x -. -

. 2 lOmm
= 21.165 em (8.333 in.)

- (6.773 em) sin 25° = 0.894 em (0.351 in.)
Table Ill. Gear Mesh Data Used In Dynamic Life Factor
Example Problem From Equation 7 the contact length is

Parameter Driver gea.r Driven gear
Z = (0.964 em) + (0.894 em) = 1.858 em (0.730 in.)

Number of teeth
Outside radius, COl (in.)
Root radius, em (in.)
Lewis form factor

32
7.196 (2.833)
6.246 (2.459)

0.433

100
21.590 (8.500)
20.638 (8.125)

0.521

The base pitch is

27rrb.1 211'(6.138 em) . .
Ph = - .. -. = = 1.205 em (0.475 in.)

Nt 32 teethModule. nun/tooth (Pitch, teeth/in.)
Face width. em (in.)
Pressure angle. deg (rad)
Tooth thickness at puch radius,
ern (in.)

Modulus of elasticity, Pa (psi)
Density. kg!m3 (Ibfi n. 3)

4.233 (6)

6.350 (2.500)
25 (0.436)

0.665 (0.262) From Equation 33 the contact ratio is

1.858 em
c = = 1.54

1.205 em
2.068 X 1011 (30 X 106)

7833 (0.283)
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The masses per unit face width of the driver and driven gears
can be approximated by

(
1m )2mi. ='Yrr;.1 = (7833 kglmJ)r 6.773, em X -.---

I.ODem

= 112.886 kg/m (1.637 x 10 -2 Ib sec2/in..2)

(
1m )2

m2;;;;; (7833 kg/m3)r 2LlM ern x -- ,I
[oOcm

;;;;;1102.337 kg/m (1.598 x 10 -I lb sec2/in.2)

The ef.fective masses per unit face width are

1 2
J 2"m1rb,1 1 ]_

MI = -2-
1

. = --- = - ml = - (112.886 kg/m)rb.1 rg 1 2' 2

;;;;;56.443 kg/m (8.185 x 10 -3 Ib sec2/in.2)

1 . .
M2 = -(1102.337 kg/m) = 55Ll69 kg/m

2

From Equation 22 the equivalent mass per unit face width is

M = (56..443 kg/m)(551. 169 kg/m)
eq (56.443 kg/m) + (551.169 kg/m)

= 51.200 kg/m (7.424 x 10-3 lb sec2/in.2)

Determining teeth stiffnesses by the methods of Cornen(l1J re-
quires the use of a computer, For this example the stiffness

Fig. 18- Gear tooth model for sirnpJifiedstiffness calculations.

calculations will be simplified by modeling the gear teeth as can-
tilever beams of un:iform strength (beams in which the section
modulus varies along the beam in the same porportion as the
bending moment). The pressure angles at the root radii of t:he
driver and driven gears (Fig. IB)are

_I (rb,.l) -I (6.138 em),(Xl ;;;;;COS' - I = cos
',.1 6.246 em
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= 10.670' = 0.186 rad

I (19.182 em) 6 0 37-8 d'az=eos- , " ,I =21.,,51 =0, rae
. 20,638 em

From Reference 22 the tooth thickness at the pitch radius is
related to the tooth thickness at the root radius by

t = 2rp,[' ho + (tan a - a) - (tan I{) - I{)]I
2r, ,

Therefore the teeth thickness at the root tadii.are

ho,1 "'"2r"II[-'- - (tanCt't - al) + (tan I{) - I{)]
I 2rp, I

[
0,665 em

"'"2(6,246 em) . '-"". - (tan 0,186 - 0,186)
2(6.773 em)

+ (tan 0.436 - 0.436)]

= 0.960 em (0.378 in.)

[
0.,665 em "

h02=2(20,638 cm) . _ ' -(tan 0..378-0..378)
. 2(2Ll65 em)

+ (tan 0..436 - 0.436)]

= 1.095 em (0.431 in.)

From Reference 23 and Fig. 18 the distance of the inscribed
parabola is

where Y is the Lewis form factor. Thus the distances of the in-
scribed parabolas are

(0,960 em)2, hB I
d, = --'-, = --------------

6moY' ( 1 em )6 4,233 ram/tooth x ----. (0.433)
10 mm'

= 0.838 em (0.330 in.)

d
z = ( ] em) .

6 4,.233 ram/tooth x --,---, '(0.521)
10mm

=0.906 em (0.357 in.)

The inscribed parabola in,Fig. 18 is a cantilever beam of unifonn
strength, From Reference 24 the deflection for the beam is
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2Q dJ
~ =_-:._1_

3Elo

]
where 10 = - jh,ij
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The gear tooth stiffness per unit face width is

For the driver and driven gears, respectively,

(
] m )3

(2.068 X 1011 Pal 0.960 em x .' ,I
Eh3 100 em

kl = 8d0:i1 ( 1)3·1 m .
8 0.838 em x 100 em

= 3.886 X 1010 Pa (5,636 x 106 psi)

(
1m )3(2.'068 X 1011 Pa) 1.095 em x -.. -- .

100 em
k2 = ------~--------

8(0,916 em x 1 m )3
]00 em

= 4.564 x 10 10 Pa (6.599 X 106 psi)

From Equation 25 the combined stiffness per unit face width is

(3.886 X 1010 Pa)(4.,564 X 1010 Pal
K = ---'--------:-=:--------:-;:--

(3.886 X 1010 Pa) + (4.564 X 1010 Pa)

= 2,099 X 1010 Pa (3.040 X 106 psi)

For this example it is assumed that the combined stiffness is
constant wi.th respect to contact position. During single-tooth-
pair contact the equivalent stiffness is K. During double-tooth-
pair contact the equivalent stiffness is2K. The mean equivalent
stiHness per unit face width (Fig. 19) is given as

Keq =~rKeqdx

= ~(r.-PbKeq dx + r
Pb . Keqdx + fKeq dx).

Jo JZ-Pb Pb

= ~{2K[ (2 - Pb) - oJ + K[Pb - (2 - Pb) ]

+ 2KtZ - Pb]]

=+~2(~)] = K(3 ~ D
= (2.099 X 1010 pa)(3 _ 2)

1.54

= 3.571 X 10 10 Pa (5.172 X 106 psi)



I '
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~ s: ~ 2K I I I~
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ConlKl position. l

Fig, 19-Equivalent gear tooth stiffness as a :function of contact position.

From Equation 31 the resonant speed in terms of driver gear rota-
tions is

~cosrp
w,,= Meq (60)

N 211"
).

• /3.571 X 1010 Pa 2.'J cos 5
51.2(~) kg/m (60)'; 7143 rpm

32 teeth 2'1"

At a driver operating speed of 5000 rpm

~ = 5000 rpm.; 0,70
Wn 7143 rpm

From Fig. 17 for wI w" =0,70

c-i = 0.04
c

and the dynamic life [actor is

Cv ; 0.04 c6 = 0.04 (1.54}6 ; 0.53

Thus about a 50 % decrease in life compared with that using
static loads is predicted for this example, N ote that the simplified
stiffness model used in the example may produce erroneous
values for the resonant speed. The mean value of the eqUivalent
stiffness per unit face width for this example was computed by
using Cornell's method(l7l and TElSGE, as 2.741 X 1010 Pa
(3.975 X lot' psi). This produced a resonant speed of 6260 rpm
and a dy-namic life factarof 0.56.
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Fig. 1 ~ Exploded view of wafer cutler assembly.
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Fig. 2 - Comparison of wear characteristics of uncoa led, coated
and sharpened, and completely coated shaper cutters to a wafer
shaper cutter.

In 1985 3. new too1ingconcept for high
volume gear production was introduced
to the gear manufacturing industry. Since
then this tool/the wafer shaper cutter, has
proven itself in scores of applications as a
cost-effective, consistent producer of
superior quality parts. This report ex-
amines the first high-production installa-
tion at the plant of a major automotive
supplier / where a line of twenty shapers is
producing timing chain sprockets.

What isa Wafer ShapeI' Cutter?
It is 3 shaper cutting tool assembly,

(Fig. I)which directly replaces a conven-
tional shaper cutter. One of its main
features is that it does not have to be
resharpened when worn. Rather, its cut-
ting face is reconstituted to its original ac-
curacy by replacement of a gear-like cut-
ting wafer; consequently, tool mainte-
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'The Wafer Shaper Cutter
Edward Haug
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Fig. 3·- 00 variation of shaped parts during the life of one wafer and du ring the life of a conven-
tional shaper cutler.
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Fig. 4 - Adjustm nt requ irements in the use of conventional haper cutters.

Fig. 5 - Reblading area in clean environment.

nance costs are reduced and sharpening
errors are eliminated. Inother words, the
quality of the tooth cutting edge remains
the ongeing responsibility of the tool
supplier.

While the geometry of conventional
shaper cutters has always been a com-
promise between tool sharpening life and
cutting, clearances, no such restrictions
apply to the design of cutting wafers. This
latitude permits the development cf the
optimum wafer tooth geometry with the
most favorable cutting clearance angles
tailored to every specific application,

Another reason for the superior wear
characteristics of wafers is the titanium
nitride (TiN) coating, which is applied to
all the cutting surfaces and which has to
meet stringent adherence and thickness
specifications.

It is this combination of premium

ccatingvoptimum tooth geometry and
cutting edge preparation, which enables a
wafer shaper cutter to outperform even a
new, completely coated conventional
shaper cutter. It is common knowledge, of
course, that a further tool 1ife decrease DC-

CW'S once the conventional cutter has been
sharpened and the TiN coating has been
removed from the cutting face. (Fig. 2)

The wafer material is M1 high speed
steel, hardened to 6-4-66 Rc. Tests have
shown that using premium high speed
steels is of little benefit, since the superior
wafer performance is the result of the TiN
coating applied to all the cutting surfaces.
The typical cratering wear, prevalent on
the cutting face of sharpened shaper cut-
ters, is either eliminated or greatly in-
hibited on wafer cutters 'through the high
hardness and the low eoeffici nt of friction
of the TiN coating.

Fig. 6 - Easy assembly and disassembly using three
screws.

PartQua~Hy
The original wafer shaper cutter

development was based on rhe assump-
tion that the elimination of sharpening
and the increased tool life were going to be
the two major benefits the new tool had to
offer. The results after extensive testing
lead to theconclusinn, however, that con-
sistent and improved part quality and the
elimination of scrap are the most impor-
tant factors for wafer cutter justification.

Statistical process control (SPC) studies
have shown that wafer tools consistently
produce parts with smaller deviations
within the statistical population than do,
conventional tools. (Fig. 3)

There are many reasons. One is the
tight size tolerance and accuracy to which
all wafers are manufactured. There are no
tool diameter and tooth profile variations,
as is the case w.ithin the sharpening life of
conventional cutters, and there are no
sharpening errors .

A second reason is the elimination of a.ll
machine adjustments, which are usua.l1y
required after a conventional cutter has
been sharpened, and which tradirionally
have been a major source for part varia-
tions and scrap. (Fig. 4) In this first pro-
duction application the fact has been
substantiated that once a job is set up,
wafer tools produce the correct part size
on an ongoing basis, There is no longer
any downtime for part qualification,
usually required after the change of a con-
ventional 'cutter.

Economics
Before this first production line was

committed to wafer shaper cutters. exten-
sive cost, SPCand method studies were
conducted during a pilot program. Over
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a four month period it was documented
that the wafer shaper cutter would
• reduce tool costs by 39 %
• reduce scrap by 70 %
.' reduce manpower in the shaping

department by 60 %
• save 4 man-hours per day by elimi-

nating the sharpening operation.
One of the major underlying factors for

these savings is the increased machine up-
time brought about by fewer tool changes.
While a conventional cutter yields 250
sprockets per sharpening, a wafer cutter at
the same speed and feed rates on the
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average produces 1200 parts before it has
to be replaced.

Producing Superior Quality and
Meeting Producticn Requirements

Through a Systematic Tool
Maintenance Procedure,

Soon after the pilot program was in-
itiated at this production facility, it became
evident that the reblading oper-ation of the
wafer tools was incompatible with the
hostile environment of the shop floor.
After all, the purpose of remounting a new
wafer is to reconstitute the tool to its
original accuracy, which is difficult to
guarantee in an area where contamination
with chips and cutting fluids is a real
possibility. For this reason, a reblading
station was set up in the area of the in-
spection lab. Here wafer cutter assemblies
ready for reblading were throughly
washed, disassembled and then rebladed
with a new wafer. (Figs. 5& 6) Each
assembly was then checked to verify
proper mounting and seating of the wafer.
A ball check was routinely performed to
document wafer runout before the cutter
assembly was returned to the production
floor; thus, assuring the operator that all

tools would produce quality parts from the
first to the last piece without any machine
adjustments.

Range of Application
To date the wafer shaper cutter is being

successfully used in a wide range of ap-
plications up to SOP, both for internal and
external gears and splines. Non-involute
forms benefit particularly from the con-
sistently accurate tool geometry of the
wafer, which is always compromised with
conventional shaper cutters, since they are
designed to accommodate the maximum
usable cutter life. Helical applications with
helix angles of 20° and above are being
developed and are under test in selected
production applications. Economics
studies are also being conducted to
establish the most efficient use of wafer
tools. They are being applied more ag-
gressively with higher reeds and speeds,
thus realizing lower machining cycles and
lower machine costs ..Based on present pro-
duction results, we predict that the wafer
shaper cutter will evolve as the gear cutting
tool of the future, providing both superior
quality and economy in high volume
production. .1

We Can Solve
Your Distortion
and Wear
Problems.
• State-of-the-art gear hardening equipment

including 4INATCO submerged process
machines and 3AJAX CNC controlled gear
scanning machines .

•.Specialists lincontour hardening of spur, helical
and bevel gears. .

• We can tool to meet any production needs .
• Write for free capabilities brochure.
American Metall Treating Company
1043 East 62nd Street· Cleveland, Ohio 44103
(216) 431-4492· FAX: (216) 431·1508

~'9a8, ~mencan Melal Treallng Company

Specialists In Miningand Off-The-Road Equipment
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FROM THE INDUSTRY ...

Deburring & Finishing Gears
with Power Brushes

Why Brushes?
In this age of hi-tech, robots,

automatic machines, machining cells,
etc.. is there a niche somewhere for
power brushes? Let me answer by ask-
ing another question. What tool does the
gear manufacturer have in his arsenal
that allows him to deburr green gears,
hardened gears, hobbed gears, ground
gears and shaved gears? What tool
allows him to deburr powder metal gears
- green and sintered - brass gears,
bronze gears, stainless gears made of ex-
otic materials such as inconel, waspaloy,
or hastaloy, and fiber and plastic gears?
How about spur gears, helical gears,
sprockets, both internal and external
splines, dutch teeth and pump gears?
What tool allows the finishing of pump
gear journals to a one to three micro-inch
finish without changing concentricity or
size? What tool has the flexibility to
reach into a confined area and actualJy
round off a tooth edge or root area
without creating another burr or two?
What tool is so adaptable that it can be
used on power tools, bench motors,
semi-automatic machines, fully
automatic machines and robots? What
robot-programmable tool is so compliant
that it will not ruin even an improperly
fixtured gear? The answer to all of these
questions is power brushes.

30 Gear lechnology

George A. Pishek
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This is not to say that power brushes
are the answer to every finishing and
deburring problem, but they are a poten-
tial solution that should be considered
when these problems arise. Power
brushes will fit in with most production
and budget requirements. Most of the
time, cycles for gear deburring with
power brushes are measured in seconds.
Equipment costs begin under $1,000, and
systems can be upgraded as much as
budget considerations allow. The power
brush is a throw-away item which means
no regrinding or reworking. For most ap-
plications, even if there are angles or con-
vex or concave forms, the power brush
will conlorm and eventually wear into
the shape or Form so that no pre-dressing
is required. A power brush will also
stress-relieve a gear, thereby strengthen-
ing heat treated gears, because power
brushes will break and round all sharp
edges and fillets, reducing gear tooth
breakage.

Sometimes power brushing is used to
remove burrs and break edges for
assembly purposes only. The brushing
before assembly makes the gears easier
to handle, and part-to-part fit is much
improved. This brushing can help to
solve many assembly problems.

Types of SlUshes
Power brushes can be made with wire,

natural fibers or synthetic materials. All
these materials have their uses in gear
deburring and finishing.
Wire Brushes: Wire brushes come in
two types: crimped, where each strand
of wire has crimps or bends in it, and
straight wire, where the wire is used as
is. Two distinct styles are involved here.
The crimped wire brushes are made in
solid wheel types, while the straight wire
brushes are in twists or knots. The reason
for these differences is the manufactur-
ing process. Both styles are actually wires
bent like hair pins. When the wires in the
crimped brushes are doubled back, the
crimps interlock and are secu.red inside
the face plates. The straight wire brushes,
however, will not interlock, so in order
to lock the wire in the face plates, the
wires must be twisted and knotted in in-
dividual dumps.
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The straight wire brush is most com-
monly used in gear deburring because of
its very aggressive nature. The reason the
straight wire brush is more aggressive is
that being straight, all wire points are on
the O.D. where they belong. The
crimped wire brush, on the other hand,
has areas around the periphery that are
dull because the bends of the wire are ex-
posed. This cuts down considerably on
the amount of work performed. The
hardness of the wire approaches hard-
ened tool steel 50 that most gear
materials can be deburred or edge-
broken with wire brushes. Wire brushes
are used where finish is not critical,
where burrs ar,e heavy and where time
cycles must be short. Most of the work
performed by a wire brush takes place
in the initial revolution of the gear past
the brush.

A wire brush works by lifting the
burrs and bending them back against the
parent metal of the gear. It then attacks
the burr at this juncture and wears it
away. The brush will be aggressive on
all edges, but will do little work on the
solid areas of the gear. This is one of the
reasons brushes work well on automated
equipment, such as robots. Spur gears
are idea] candidates for wire brush treat-
ment, as the heavy burrs are removed
quickly, and an even edge break is
generated around the tooth profile. The
result is a rounded edge (not quite a true
radius) and a stronger gear because all
sharp edges are rounded. Brushing has
reduced gear failures by 90% in some
heavy duty transmissions.

Helical gears do present a problem for
wire brushes if the gears are not shaved.
A wire brush will roll some of the parent
gear materia] into the tooth on the acute
side only. The obtuse side is never a
problem, so all attention should be
directed to the acute side. If the gears
are first bobbed, then brushed so that a
large break is generated, and then shaved
for the precision needed, the rollover will
be gone. Since there is already a break
on the edge, it will be burr-free when
finished.

Wire brushes are also made with
stainless steel wire in both crimped and
straight styles. Stainless wire brushes

should be used only where contamina-
tion is a problem or on some aluminum
parts. Stainless wire is not as hard as car-
bon wire, so it doesn't cut as well.
Stainless wire work hardens quickly, so
it does not have the life of carbon wire.
Because of less life and higher initial cost,
stainless brushes should be used only
where necessary ..
Natural Fiber Brushes: Two natural fiber-
brushes have application value in gear
deburring and finishing. Tampico, either
treated or untreated. is one of them. It
is a form of sisal plant grown only in
Mexico. When made into a brush with
the material as is, the bristles are very
flexible with little cutting power. When
either liquid or solid abrasive compounds
are added, it becomes a very good brush
for polishing worms or other such dif-
Ficult parts. This type of brush will give
color or cut or both if desired. The varia-
tions come with the various compounds
selected. The abrasive compounds can be
applied by hand or automatically with
compound applicators.

Treated tampico brushes have a solu-
tion added to their fibers which per-
manently keeps them stiff and tacky.
This brush is always used with an
abrasive compound. The tacky substance
holds the compound in the brush and
makes the brush either cut or polish,
depending on the compound applied.
The treated tampico is excellent for blen-
ding and deburring exotic materials and
is, therefore, used quite heavily in the jet
engine industry. finish as well as cut is
excellent, and the smooth polished finish
makes for strong gear teeth. The treated
tampico will round off gear teeth as long
as pressure and compound is applied.
Gear teeth can actually be crowned with
this method.
Synthetic Brushes: Many of the tampico
and compound applications have been
taken over by 'the newest in brush
materials, abrasive filaments. The base
material, nylon, is impregnated with
silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, pumice
or other abrasive materials. This material
has the compound built in. saving the
trouble of applying another additive. The
strands, being made of nylon, are tough
and durable, giving long wear. Cut is

limited in terms of size, but the silicon
carbide will break the edges on the
hardest of materials, even carbide in rts
used in various machining operations.

The abrasive brush performs best on
ground gears. They are not aggressive
enough to remove heavy hobbing burrs.
If some type of skiver is used to break
down the heavy burrs, then the abrasive
brush would break the edges on the gear
teeth. The abrasive brushes work ex-
tremely well on exotic materials, so are
widely accepted in the jet engine in-
dustry. The abrasive material is an ex-
cellenttool for robots, as it has good
compliance, will remove burrs and leave
smooth edges with no rollover.

Unlike wire brushes, which roll burrs
into the acute angle on helical gears, the
abrasive brush will round the edges
without rolling the burr, so these brushes
can be used after shaving. Abrasive
brushes are also good for removing the
sharp edges from powdered metal gears
after sintering. There are times when
powdered metal gears in the green state
can be brushed also. Splines are good
deburring prospects for this material, as
the material is removed from the spline
teeth and the assembly of the mating part
is made easier. Hardened pump gears are
another good application. Abrasive
brushes produce th light, well-rounded
edge break required for th se gears.
Bufcut Brushes: While talking about
pump gears, the BuFcut brushes should
be mentioned. The material used in them
is a type of sisal that grows only in Ita-
ly. When used with the proper com-
pound, a finish of one to three micro-
inches can be obtained on hardened
pump gear journals. To obtain this
finish, a grind of 10-12 micro-inches is
necessary. The Bufcut brush will not
change the concentricity of the journal,
nor will it effect size; however, it win not
correct a concentricity problem either.
This brush must be used with an abrasive
compound, as it will do nothing when
used by itself.
Cup and End Brushes: The cup brush.
where it can be used, generally gives ex-
cellent brush life and is used on laugh
rugged jobs such as sprockets. The cup
type brush will take off most heavy
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'High Intensity,
Multi-Frequency Scanners
IRIEID'UI,CE
IHEAT' T,REATING
COSTS up to 400/0
A recent TOCCO development, High Intensity
tncuction Hardening {HlIH)TM,reduces heat
treating costs substantial!1y,in a variety of appli-
cations. HUH has been used successfully with
applications on automotive and off-highway
engine and drive train components, as wen as
speclalized gear applications. The HlIH scan-
ning process, with present technology, can
be adapted to paris up to 15" diameter and
lengths to 120".
Paris that previously were flame hardened in a
batch process, can now be inducnon hardened,
in-line, wilthgreaterflexibilirty, more precision,
indivlduai quality monitoring, and at lower cost.
High lntensity lnduction Hardening is indeed,
a process of "The Future",

Cross section 01camshaft lobe demonstrates uniformity 01 hardening,
Multi·frequency, high intensity hardening 01gears produces a high
hardness characteristic for improved surface contact fatigue life.
High residual compressive stress in the root area is also achieved
for improved tooth strength.

. .. .. Induction system ,
N.EW ... TD~ .' s are ollered to docu~~~t1ons.T~i~advance~em
TOCCO system D,agJ'~S:~·,c,faul~or sta~~~~~~oording,pnnl~c~r;:v~,~a..
performar:'cedd[9'~t~l;tndanalog S,g~~~sfor systemperto\~~further details.
TOS mO~ltors to designated lOC~occo sales engineer
translerrlng c\~ta\'lOoting.Ask your. -
ncn or trouble s

CIRCLE A·16 ON READER REPLY CA,RO A unfl: of Park ,ohio Industries, Inc.

For the latest stats-of-the-art heat trea.ting technology,
contact your TOCCOrepresentative, or call: TOCCO,
Inc., 30100 Stephenson Highway, Madison Hts., MI,
48071. Phone: 313-399-8601 or 1-800-468-4932
(outside Michigan).



burrs. Cup brushes are filled with wire
and abrasive filament materials. An even
break may be generated with only one
cup brush, but using two is desirable to
achieve faster time cycles. On many ap-
plications cup brushes can be more cost-
effective than radial brushes. The cup
brush generally requires a vertical spin-
dle, while radial brushes require a.
horizontal one. Some thought should be
given to this when purchasing or design-
ing a new machine.

End brushes are desirable for some ap-
plications. This type of brush can be fix-
tured to Iorm odd sizes and get into areas
such as internal splines, that cannot be
reached by any other type brush.

Power Brush Set-up
The setting-up of power brushes to

deburr and finish gears is frequently
thought to be a very simple matter, or,
because of the variety of gears and
brushes, quite complicated. Actually,
both are misconceptions. If approached
in an orderly manner, set-up is neither
so simple nor as complicated as it may
have at First appeared. The proper set-
up is important however, and most
brushing failure is due to improper
set-ups.

Almost all gear deburring involves at
least two brushes being used at the same
time. The brushes are spaced apart so
that. an even edge break is generated
around the tooth profile. The spacing
will vary, depending on the size of the
gear being processed, The spacing is
determined by visualizing the gear as the
face of a dock. One brush should be
placed in the five o'clock position, and
one brush in the seven o'clock position.
With the two brushes rotating towards
the center of the gear and the gear itself
rotating, an even edge break will be
genera ted. If more break is desired on the
sides of the teeth, move the brushes to
the four and eight o'clock positions. On
the other hand, if a larger break is desired
in the root section, bring the brushes
closer together. By setting the brushes in
this manner, it is not necessary to reverse
them. The five o'clock brush gets the left
side of the tooth and half of the root
area. The seven o'clock brush gets the
right side of the tooth and the other half
of the root area. When only one brush
is used, the brush must be reversed in
order to get both sides of the tooth, and
the edge break will not be even.

Costs
Costs per part can vary greatly. They

can run anywhere from pennies to
several dollars. If costs are high, the
choice of brush and improper set-up may
be at Fault. Efforts should be made to find
the best possible combination for a par-
ticular application. The proper brush for
the application must be chosen and then
used to its best advantage. A brush must
physically be able to come across and
through ~he gear teeth and not be
hampered in any way. If the brush

material must be forced to reach these
areas, poor brush life will result. Use the
largest diameter brush available. While
it is much easier to design "in" a small
brush, a large brush will give better per-
formance and life. Common sense and
a. little knowl dge gained from brush
manufacturers will keep costs down and
give the best brush use for dollars sp nt.

Acknowled$ment: Ri>priptt~d courtesy of Society of
Man!Jfac/urillg E>lgirrl'.el'5. Presented at ti,e 1987 C,>Qr
Processing. and M'al1u!artun'llg Clmic. Nov 17-19.

1987 So"thfield. Ml.

p.o. Bo)( 125, Sussex. IN! 5308Q. (414) 246-4994

CIRCLE A-l!7 ON READER ,REPLYCARD
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TO BASICS ...

Earle Buckingham
Eliot K. Buckingham

Buckingham Associates,
Springfield, VT

In principal, the design of internal helical gear teeth is the
same as that for external helical gears. Any of the basic rack
forms used forexternal helical gears may be applied to in-
ternal helical gears. The internal gear drive, however, has
several limitations; not only all those which apply toexter-
nal gears, but also several others which are peculiar to inter-
nal gears. As with external gears, in order to secure effective
tooth action, interferences must be avoided. The possible in-
terferences on an internal gear drive are as follows:

L Involute interference. To avoid this, all of the working
profile of the internal tooth must be of involute form.

2. Tip interference. This exists when the tips of the pinion
teeth interfere with thetips of the internal gear teeth as the
teeth come into and go out of mesh. To avoid this, the size

of the pinion must be a sufficient amount smaller than the
size of the internal gear.

3. Fillet interference. This exists when the tips of the teeth

AUTHOR:

MR. ELIOT BUCKINGHAM is President of Buckingham
Associates, Inc .. a gear consulting firm. He received his B.S. from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and his M.S. from the
University of New Mexico. During his career he has worked as an
engineer and supervisor for several companies, and he was also an
instructor at the University of Merico. He has been a gear consu/-
tan: since 1960. Mr. B~jCkingl1am is the author of numerous articles
on gearing. A member of ASME. he is also Registered Professional
Engineer in the State of Vennol1t.

lNVOLUTE INTERFERENCE

LINE OF ACTrON

INTERFERENCE AT ASSEMBLY OR FEEDING CUTTER
TO DEPTH,

I 25 TOOTH INTERNAL GEAR

P[NION BASE CIRCLE
\

\ \18 TOOTH PINION
OUTSIDE DIA. = 6.533
PITCH DIA. = 6.000
ROOT DIA. = 5.333

25 TOOTH INTERNAL GEAR \
ROOT DIA. = 9.000
PITCH DIA. = 8.333
INSIDE DIA. =7.800

\
Fig. 1-3 DP-2cO' Stub Tooth Form - Conventional Design
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of one member interfere w.ith the fillets at the roots of 'the
teeth of the mating member. Proper tooth proportions must
be selected to avoid this interference.

Another limitation on the assembly of the drive must
sometimes be considered. When the difference in the numbers
of teeth between the pinion and internal gear is small, the
tooth action may be correct, but it may not be possible to
assemble the pair, except by sliding them together in an ax-
ial direction. In many cases, this may not be objectionable,
but in other cases, it may prevent the assembly of the drive.

At the present time, the methods available for producing
the internal helical gear tooth forms are limited in number.
These internal gear tooth forms may be formed by casting,
shaping with a formed tool or by milling with a formed mill-
ing 'cutter. For the more accurate internal gears, however, only
one method of generating these internal gear tooth forms is
generally available - the use of a pinion-shaped or Fellows'
cutter. In this case, the size of the cutter imposes certain
restrictions on the tooth proportions of the internal gear. If
the cutter is too large, the tips of two or more teeth in the
internal gear will be trimmed as the cutter is fed to depth.
To avoid this, smaller, special cutters are often employed.
However, if the cutter is too small, imperfect tooth forms will
be developed on the internal gear.

To secure an effective internal gear drive, much more ef-
fort must be put into its design than into that of external gears.

The most practical design for generated gears will he 'One
which avoids the need for special cutters.

There are three major uses for internal helical gears;
namely, internal gear drives or simple pairs, internal differen-
tial drives and internal plantary drives. The following data
pertains to these three applications.

The 20° stub involute system (in the plane of rotation) is
the fonn used on standard helical cutters and will, therefore,
be used for these drives. In order to avoid involute in-
terference, the internal radius of the internal gear must be
increased over the conventional size for the smaller gears.
In order to maintain effective contact, the size of the pinion
must be increased over the conventional size. In order to
generate full involute profiles on the internal gear teeth, the
cutter must have not less than 16 teeth.

The following tooth proportions for pinions of 16 teeth
and larger will meet the foregoing conditions:

When,.
~ = Outside Radius of Pinion
R} = Pitch Radius of Pinion
N} = Number of Teeth in Pinion
Nl = Number of Teeth in Internal. Gear
R2 Pitch Radius of Internal Gear
Ri Internal Radius of Internal Gear
C Center Distance
P Diarnetral Pitch

LINE OP ACTION

NO INTERFERENCE AT ASSEMBLY

NO INVOLUTE INTERFERENCE

25 TOOTH INTERNAL GEAR

18 TOOTH PiNION

\
18 TOOTH PINION \
OUTSIDE DIA. = 6.700
PITCH DlA.: 6.000 \
ROOT DlA. - 5.492
(SHAPED P[NION)

\

Fig. 2 -.} DP·20 Stub Tooth Form - Recommended Design

GEAR BASE CIRCLE

25 TOOTH INTERNAL GEAR '
ROOT DlA. = 9.146
PITCH mAo = 8.333
INSIDE DIA. = 8.033
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Then, N
1=_1

2P
R. _N2
2--

2P

To avoid trimming when feeding the cutter to depth on
the internal gear, the gear must be seven or more teeth larger
than the cutter.

To avoid dragging on relief while cutting, the gear may
need to be up to 15 teeth larger than the cutter.

The following tables give the proportions of 1 DP small
pinions from five to 16 teeth, to run at standard center
distances with the internal helical gears tabulated on Tables
4-9 inclusive. For other diametral pitches, the tabulated values
must be divided by the diametral pitch used. No allowance
for backlash has been made in these tables. With these small
pinions, the backlash should be obtained by cutting the teeth
of the internal helical gear deeply enough to obtain the
backlash desired.

C=N2-N1 =R2-R1
2P

Ro_Nl+2.100-Rl + 1.050
2P P

R=Nz-.900_R _.450
, 2P 2 P

Tl = Arc Tooth Thickness of Pinion at Rl
T2 = Arc Tooth Thickness of lnternal Gear at Rz

When the number of teeth in the pinion is less than 16,
the pinion and internal gear must beenlarged still more.

ACKNOWLEDGEM:ENT: The above material is ,ahm [rom the Revised
Manual of Gear Design, Section 3. 01980 by ENol K. Buckingham. Reprinted
by pennissiol1 of the author.

TABLE 1
PROPORTIONS OF 1 DP SMAll PINIONS (SHAPED) FOR INTERNAL HELICAL GEAR DRIVES - 200 STUB TOOTH FORM

No. of OUTSIDE PITCH BASE TOOTH
TEETH RADIUS RADIUS RADIUS THICKNESS .,jROl-Rb12

AT R1

Nl R01 Rl RbI Tl

5 3.958 2.500 2.34923 2.0858 3.1863

6 4.466 3.000 2.81908 2.0555 3.4638
7 4.924 3.500 3.28892 2.0253 3.6645

8 5.383 4.000 3.75887 1.9950 3.8532
9 5.841 4.500 4.22862 1.9647 4.0293

10 6.300 5.000 4.69846 1.9344 4.1969

11 6.758 5.500 5.16831 1.9042 4.3542
12 7.216 6.000 5.63816 1.8739 4.5035

13 7.675 6.500 6.10800 1.8436 4.6473

14 8.133 7.000 6.57785 1.8133 4.7830

15 8.592 7.500 7.04769 1.7831 4.9145
16 9.050 8.000 7.51754 1.7528 5.0387

TABLE 2
ROOT RADIUS OF 1 DP SMALL PINIONS (SHAPED) FOR INTERNAL HELICAL GEAR DRIVES

20° STUB TOOTH FORM

PINION
NUMBER OF TEETH IN CUTTER

TEETH
N1 18 21 25 28 32 35

I

5 2.1049 2.1126 2.1217 2.1274 2.1337 2.1380
6 2.5765 2.5825 2.5904 2.5953 2.6007 2.6045
7 3.0454 3.0516 3.0570 3.0624 3.0674 3.0707
8 3.5146 3.5196 3.5256 3.5290 3.5334 3.5361
9 3.982.7 3.9872 3.9920 3.9950 3.9988 4.0012

10 4.4501 4.4538 4.4579 4.4604 4.4639 4.4653
11 4.9165 4.9197 4.9231 4.9254 4.9277 4.9296
12 5.3824 5.3849 5.3877 5.3895 5.3915 5.3929
13 5.8472 5.8493 5.8515 5.8528 5.8544 5.8559
14 6.3116 6.3132 6.3148 6.3160 6.3174 6.3193
15 6.7751 6.7764 6.7777 6.7786 6.7794 6.7803
16 7.2381 7.2387 7.2397 7.2405 7.2412 7.2416
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TABLE 3
ROOT RADIUS OF 1 DP SMALL PINIONS (SHAPED) FOR INTERNAL HELICAL GEAR DRIVES

20. STUB TOOTH FORM
PINION NUMBER OF TEETH IN CUTTER
TEETH

N1 42 49 56 63 70. 84
5 2.1460 2.1524 2.1575 2.1618 2.1653 2.1721
6 2.6116 2.6170. 2.6219 2.6258 2.6286 2.6338
7 3.0.767 3.0816 3.0856 3.0890 3.0916 3.0961 I

I
8 3.5415 3.5456 3.5491 3.5521 3.5544 3.5580
9 4.0059 4.0091 4.0.123 4.0.145 4.0166 4.0.200

10. 4.4693 4.4724 4.4749 4.4770. 4.4786 4.4816
11 4.9328 4.9353 4.9374 4.9391 4.9405 4.9429
12 5.3956 5.3976 5.3994 5.4006 5.4o.1Q 5.40.39
13 5.8579 5.8598 5.8610. 5.8622 5.8631 5.8646
14 6.3198 6.3211 6.3222 6.3231 6.3239 6.3250
IS 6.7815 6.'7824 6.7834 6.7839 6.7546 6.7857
16 7.2425 7.2433 7.2438 7.2445 7.2449 7.2455

200 PITCH CIRCLE

5 TEETH
I

6 TEETH

BASE, [RCtE

20D PITCH CIRCLE
,. TEETH

Fig. 3 - Design of Small Pinion
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TABLE 4

PROPORTIONS OF 1 DP INTERNAL HElICAL GEARS - 200 STUB INVOLUTE FORM
MESHING WITH SMALL PINIONS - 5 TO 16 TEETH

I

NO. Of
,

GEAR NUMBER OF TEETH IN PINION
I

TEETH 5 6 7 8 9 10
R ., 14.038 14.010 13.981 13.954 13.924 13.898

25 r
Ri" 12.391 12.360 12.329 12.298 12.267 12.236

Rr 14.544 14.516 14.487 14.460 14.430 14.403
2.6 R' 12.891 12.860 12.829 12.798 12.767 12.736I

Rr 15.050 15.022 14.993 14.966 14.936 14.908
27 Ri 13.391 13.360 13.329 13.298 13.267 13.236

Rr 15.556 15.528 15.499 15.471 15.441 15.412
28 R· 13.891 13.860 13.829 13.798 13.767 13.736

Rr 16.062 16.034 16.005 15.976 15.946 15.916
29 Rj 14.391 14.361 14.329 14.298 14 ..267 14.236

Rr 16.568 16.539 16.510 16.480 16.450 16.420
30 Rj 14.891 14.861 14.829 14.798 14.767 14.736

Rr 17.073 17.044 17.015 16.984 16.954 16.923
31 Ri 15.391 15.360 15.329 15.298 15.267 15.236

Rr 17.578 17.549 17.519 17.488 17.457 17.426
32 R 15.891 15.860 15.829 15.798 15.767 15.736I

Rr 18.083 18.053 18.023 17.992 17.960 17.929
33 Ri 16.391 16.360 16.329 16.298 16.267 16.2J6

Rr 18.587 18.557 18.526 18.295 18.463 18.432
34 R· 16.891 16.860 16.829 16.798 16.767 16.736- I

Rr 19.091 19.061 19.030 18.998 18.966 18.934
35 R· 17.391 17.360 17.329 17.298 17.267 17.236I

36
Rr 19.595 19.564 19.533 19.501 19.469 19.436
Ri 17.891 17.860 17.829 17.798 17.767 17.736

Rr 20.099 20.067 20.036 20.004 19.972 19.938
37 Ri 18.391 18.360 18.329 18.298 18.267 18.236

38 Rr 20.602 20.570 20.538 20.506 20.474 20.440
R· 18.891 18.860 18.829 18.798 18.767 18.736l

39
Rr 21.105 21.073 21.041 21.009 20.976 20.942
Rj 19.391 19.360 19.329 19.298 19.267 19.236

Rr 21.608 21.575 21.543 21.511 21.478 21.444
40 Rj 19.891 19.860 19.829 19.798 19.767 19.736

Rr 22.111 22.078 22..046 22.013 21.980 21.946
41 R· 20.391 20.360 20.329 2{l.298 20.267 20.236I

Rr 22.613 22.580 22.548 22.515 22.481 22.447
42 R' 20.891 20.860 20.829 20.798 20.767 20.736I

43 Rr 23.116 23.083 23.050 23.017 22.983 22.949
Rj 21.391 21.360 21.329 2].298 21.267 21.236

IRr 23.618 23.585 23.552 23.518 23.484 23.450
44 Rj 21 ..891 21.860 21.829 21.798 21.767 21.736

45
Rr 24.120 24.087 24.054 24.020 23.986 23.952
R' 22.391 22.360 22.329 22.298 22.267 22.236I.

46
Rr 24.622 24.589 24.555 24.521 24.487 24.453
Rj 22.891 22.860 22.829 22.798 22.767 22.736

47 Rr 25.124 25.091 25.057 25.023 24.989 24.954
Ri 23.391 23.360 23.329 23.298 23.267 23.236

4B Rr 25.626 25.592 25.558 25.524 25.490 25.455
Ri 23.891 23.860 23.829 23.798 23.767 23.736

4.9 Rr 26.128 26.'094 26.060 26.026 25.991 25.956
Rj 24.391 24.360 24.329 .24.298 24.267 24.236

50 Rr 26.629 26.595 26.561 26.527 26.492 26.457
Rj 24 ..891 24.860 24.829 24.798 24.767 24.736

"Rr - Root radius. "Rj - Internal radius of internal gear.
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TABLE 5

PROPORTIONS OF 1 DP INTERNAL HELlCAL GEARS - 20° STUB INVOLUTE FORM
MESHING WITH SMALL PINIONS - 5 TO 16 TEETH

NO. OF
GEAR NUMBER OF TEETH IN PINION

TEETH .5 6 7 8 9 10
Rr 27.131 27.097 27.063 27.028 26.993 26.958

51
R 25.391 25.360 25.329 25.298 25.267 25.236-1

52 Rr 27.632 27.598 27.564 27.529 27.494 27.459
Rj 25.891 25.860 25.829 25.798 25.767 25.736

53 Rr 28.134 28.100 28.065 28.030 27.995 27.960
Rj 26.391 26.360 26.329 26.298 26,267 26.236

Rr 28.635 28.601 28.566 28.531 28.496 28,460
54 R· 26.891 26.860 26.829 26,798 26.767 26,736I.

Rr 29.137 29.102 29.067 29.032 28.997 28.961
55

Rj 27,391 27,360 27.329 27.298 27.267 27.236

56 Rr 29.638 29.603 29.568 29.533 29.498 29.462
R 27.891 27.860 27.829 27.798 27.767 27.736I

Rr 30.140 30.104 30.069 30.034 29.999 29.963
57

Rj 28.391 28.360 28.329 28.298 28.267 28.236

Rr 30.M1 30.605 30.570 30.535 30.500 30.464
58

R' 28.891 28.860 28.829 28.798 28.767 28.736I

59 Rr 31.142 31.107 31.071 31.036 31.000 30.965
Ri 29.391 29.360 I 29.329 29.298 29.267 29.236

Rr 31.643 31.608 I 31.572 31.537 31.501 31.465
60

Rj 29.891 29.860 29.829 29.798 29.767 29.736

R 32.144 32.109 32.073 32.038 32.002 31.966
61 r

Rj 30.391 30.360 30.329 30.298 30.267 30.236

Rr 32.645 32.610 32.574 32.539 32.502 32.466
62

Ri 30.891 30.860 30.829 30.798 30.767 30.736

Rr 33.146 33.111 33.075 33.040 33.003 32.967
63

R' 31.391 31.360 31.329 31.298 31.267 31.236I

64 Rr 33.647 33.612 33.575 33.540 33.504 33.467

Ri 31.891 31.860 31.829 31.798 31.767 31.736

Rr 34.148 34.113 34.076 34.041 34.004 33.968
65

Rj 32.391 32 ..360 32.329 32.298 32.267 32.236

Rr 34.649 34.613 34.577 34.541 34.504 34.468
66

Ri 32.891 32.860 32.829 32.798 32.767 32.736

Rr 35.150 35.114 35.078 35.042 35.005 34.969
67

Ri 33.391 33.360 33.329 33.298 33.267 33.236

Rr 35.651 35.615 35,579 35.543 35.506 35,470
68

Ri 33.891 33.860 33.829 33.798 33.767 33.736

69 Rr 36.152 36.116 36.080 36.044 36.007 35.970
Ri 34.391 34.360 34.329 34.298 34.267 34.236

70 Rr 36.653 36.616 36.580 36.544 36.507 36.470
R' 34.891 34.860 34.829 34.798 34.767 34.736I

Rr 37.154 37.117 37.081 37.045 37.008 36.971
71

Rj 35.391 35.360 35.329 35.298 35.267 35.236

72
Rr 37.655 37.618 37.582 37.545 37.508 37.471
Ri 35.891 35.860 35.829 35.798 35.767 35.736

Rr 38.155 38.119 38.082 38.046 38.009 37.971
73

Ri 36.391 36.360 36.329 36.298 36.267 36.236

74 Rr 38.656 38.619 36.583 38.546 38.509 38.472
Rj 36.891 36.860 36.829 36.798 36.767 36.736

Rr 39.156 39.120 39.083 39.047 39.009 38.973
75

R 37.391 37.360 37.329 37.298 37.267 37.236I
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TABLE 6

PROPORTIONS OF 1 DP INTERNAL HELlCAL GEARS - 200 srua INVOLUTE FORM
MESHING WITH SMALL PINlONS - 5 TO 16 TEETH

NO. OF
NUMBER Of TEETH IN PINIONGEAR

TEETH 5 6 7 8 9 10

Rr 39.657 39.621 39.584 39.547 39.510 39.473
76

Rj 37.891 37.860 37.829 37.798 37.767 37.736

Rr 40.157 40.121 40.084, 40.048 40.010 39.973
77

Rj 38.391 38.360 38.329 38.298 38.267 38.236

Rr 40.658 40.622 40.585 40.548 40.511 40.474
78

R' 38.891 38.860 38.829 38.798 38.767 38.736I

Rr 41.158 41.122 41.085 41.049 41.011 40.974
79 Rj 39.391 39.360 39.329 39.298 39.267 39.236

Rr 41.659 41.623 41.586 41.549 41.511 41.474
80 Rj 39.891 39.860 39.829 39.798 39 ..767 39.736

Rr 42.160 42.124 42.086 42.050 42.012 41.975
81 Rj 40.391 40360 40.329 40.298 40.267 40.236

R 42.661 42.624 42 ..587 42.550 42.512 42.475
82 I'

R· 40.891 40.860 40.829 40.798 40.767 40.736I

Rr 4'3.161 43.125 43.087 43.051 43.013 42.975
83 Rj 41.391 41.360 41.329 41.298 41.267 41.236

Rr 43.662 43.625 43.587 43.551 43.513 43.4='6
84 Rj 41.891 41.860 41.829 41.798 41.767 41.736

I

Rr 44.162 44.12iJ 44.088 44.052 44.013 43.976
85 Rj 42.391 42.360 42.329 42.298 42.267 42.236

Rr 44.663 44.626 44.588 44.552 4.4.514 44.476
86 R' 42.891 42.860 42.829 42.798 42.767 42.736I

R 45.163 45.127 45.089 45.052 45.014 44.977
87 r

Rj 43.391 43 ..360 43.329 43.298 43.267 43.236

Rr 45.664 45.627 45.589 45.553 45.514 45.477
88 Rj 43.891 43.860 43.829 43.798 43.767 43.736

89 RI' 46.165 46.128 46.090 46.053 46.015 45.977
Rj 44.391 44.360 44.329 44.298 44,267 44.236

90
Rr 46.665 46.628 46.590 46.553 46.515 46.477
Ri 44.891 44.860 44.829 44.798 44.767 44.736

91
Rr 47.166 47.129 47.091 47.054 47.016 46.9:78
Rj 45.391 45.360 45.329 45.298 45.267 45.236

Rr 47.666 47.629 47.591 47.554 47.516 47.478
92 Rj 45.891 45.860 45.829 45.798 45.767 45.736

93 Rr 48.167 48.130 48.092 48.054 48.016 4.7.978
R· 46.391 46.360 46.329 46.298 46.267 46.236I

Rr 48.667 48.630 48.592 48.555 48.517 48.479
94 Rj 46.891 46.860 46.829 46.:798 46.767 46.736

95 Rr 49.168 49.130 49,092 49.055 49.017 48.979
R· 47.391 47.360 47.329 47.298 47.267 47.236I

R 49.668 49.631 49.593 49.555 49.517 49.479
96 r

Rj 47.891 47.860 47.829 47.798 47.767 47.736

R 50.169 50.131 50.093 50.056 50.018 49.980
97 r

I

R· 48.391 48.360 48.329 48.298 48.267 48.236--I

RI' 50.669 50.631 50.593 50.556 50.518, 50.480
98 Rj 48.891 48.860 48.829 48.798 48.767 48.736

'99
Rr 51.170 51.132 51.094 51.056 51.018 50.980
Rj 49.391 49.360 49.329 49.298 49.267 49.236

100 Rr 51.761 51.632 51.594 51.556 51.518 51.480
Rj 49.891 49.860 49.829 49.798 49.767 49.736

(continued on page 42)
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Our advanced hob sharpener, the SNC-30 with its high
productivity and field proven design is now comple-
mented with the introduction of KI'ingelnberg's SNC-50.
The model SNC-50 cners the same economical
advantages and high accuracies to both large hob
manufacturers and users. as the SNC-30 has in the
past.

The operator friendly SNC series provides unpar-
alleled speed: and accuracy during wet grinding of
straight or spiral fluted hobs up to 20.5" aD and flute
depths to 5.1".

A host of standard f,eatures. like, fully program-
mable grinding cycles, self-diagnostics. automatic
wheel dressing and profiling'for spiral flutes comple-
ment the traditionally excellent Klinge.lnberg design.

For gear manufacturers using a wide variety of
hobs, an expandable program storage capacity (up to
120 part programs) can be provided.

The SNC-30 and -50 models are suitable for
grinding with vitrified, CBN or Diamond grinding wheels
for total hob sharpening flexibility.

For further details on how you can SHAIRPEN
hobs and your bottom line, contact:

Klingelnberg Corporation. 15200 Foltz Industrial
Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44136 .
Phone (216) 572-2100; FAX: (216) 572-0985.

<Q> KLiNGELNBERG

,
The CINe COlntrolled
H,obSIh,arpen;ing Machilnes

I il

JI
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DESIGN Of .ENTERNAL ....
(continued from page 40) TABL.E 7

PROPORTIONS OF 1 DP INTERNAL HELICAL GEARS - 20" STUB INVOLUTE: fORrv1
MESHING WITH SMAll PINIONS - 5 TO 16 TEETH

NO. OF
NUMBER OF TEETH IN PINIONGEAR

TEETH 11 12 13 14 15 16
,

Rr 13.869 13.839 13.809 13.779 13.749 13.719
25 R' 12.205 12.174 12.143 12.112 12.081 12.0501

Rr 14.373 14.343 14.313 14.282 14.251 14.220
26 R· 12.705 12.674 12.643 12.612 12.581 12.550-I

Rr 14.877 14.846 14.815 14.784 14.753 14.721
27 Rj 13.205 13.174 13.143 13.112 13.081 13.050

Rr 15.381 15.351 15.320 15.288 15.255 15.222
28

R' 13.705 13.674 13.643 13.612 13.581 13.550I

Rr 15.885 15.854 15.823 15.791 15.757 15.724
29

R' 14.205 14.174. 14.143 14.112 14.081 14.050I

Rr 16.389 16.357 16.325 16.293 16.259 16.225
30 Rj 14.705 14.674 14.643 14.612 14.581 14.550

Rr 16.892 16.860 16.827 16.795 16..761 16.727
31 Rj 15.205 15.174 15.143 15.112 15.081 15.050

IRr 17.395 17.362 17.329 17.297 17.263 17.228
32 Rj 15.705 15.674 15.643 15.612 15.581 15.550

Rr 17.897 17.864 17.831 17.799 17.764 17.729
33 Ri 16.205 16.174 16.143 16.112 16.081 16.050

Rr 18.399 18.366 18.333 18.300 18.265 18.23034 Rj 16.705 16.674 16.643 16.612 16.581 16.550

Rr 18.901 18.868 18.835 18.801 18.766 18.731
35 Rj 17.205 17.174 17.143 17.112 17.081 17.050

Rr 19.403 19.370 19.336 19.302 19.267 19.231
36 R· 17.705 17.674 17.643 17.612 17.581 17.550I

Rr 19.905 19.872 19.838 19.803 19.768 19.732
I37 Rj 18.205 18.174 18.143 18.112 18.081 18.050 I

38 Rr 20.407 20.373 20.339 20.304 20.269 20.233
IRj 18.705 18.674 ]8.643 18.612 18.581 18.550

Rr 20.909 20.875 20.840 20.805 20.769 20.733
39 Rj 19.205 19.174 19.143 19.112 19.081 19.050

40 Rr 21.410 21.376 21.341 21.306 21.270 21.234
Rj 19.705 19.674 19.643 19.612 19.581 19.550

Rr 21.912 21.877 21.843 21.807 21.m 21.'734
41 Rj 20.205 20.174 20 ..143 20.112 20.081 20.050

42 Rr 22.414 22.378 22.343 22.307 22.271 22.235
Rj 20.705 20.674 20.643 20.612 20.581 20.550

43
Rr 22.915 22.879 22.844 22.808 22.772 22.735
R· 21..205 21.174 21.143 21.112 21.081 21.050I ,

Rr 23.416 23.380 23.345 23.309 23.273 23.236
44 Rj 21.705 21.674 21.643 21.612 21.581 21.550

Rr 23.917 23.881 23.846 23.810 23.773 23.736
I45 Rj 22.205 22.174 22.143 22.112 22.081 22.050

46 Rr 24.418 24.382 24.347 24.310 24.273 24.237
Rj 22.705 22.674 22.643 22.612 22.581 22.550

47 Rr 24.919 24.883 24.847 24.811 24.774 24.737
Ri 23.205 23.174 23.143 23.112 23.081 23.050

48
Rr 25.420 25.384 25.348 25.311 25.274 25.237
R' 23.705 23.674 23 ..643 23.612 23.581 23.550I

49 Rr 25.921 25.885 25.848 25.812 25.775 25.738
Rj 24.205 24.174 24.143 24.112 24.081 24.050

50 Rr 26.421 26.386 26.349 26.313 26.276 26.238
Rj 24.705 24.674 24.643 24.612 24.581 24.550

(continued on pag 44)
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DESIGN OF INTERNAL ...
(continued from page 42) TABLE 8

PROPORTIONS OF 1 DP INTERNAL HELICAL GEARS - 20° STUB INVOLUTE FORM
MESHING WITH SMALL PINIONS - 5 TO 16 TEETH

NO. OF
NUMBER OF TEETH IN PINION

GEAR
TEETH 11 12 13 14 15 16

Rr 26.922 26.887 26.850 26.813 26.776 26.738
51

R· 25.205 25.174 25.143 25.112 25.081 25.0501

Rr 27.423 27.388 27.350 27.314 27.277 27.239
52

Ri 25.705 25,674 25.643 25.612 25.581 25.550

Rr 27.924 27.889 27.851 27,814 27.777 27.739
53

Rj 26.205 26.174 26.143 26.112 26.081 26.050

Rr , 28.424 28.389 28.351 28.315 28.277 28.239
54 R- 26.705 26.674 26.643 26.612 26.581 26.5501

Rr 28.925 28.890 28.852 28.815 28.777 28.739
55

R 27.205 27,174 27.143 27.112 27.081 27.050)

Rr 29.425 29.390 29.352 29.315 29.278 29.240
56

Rj 27.705 27.674 27.643 27.612 27.581 27.550

Rr 29.926 29.891 29.853 29.816 29.778 29.740
57

R 28.205 28.174 28.143 28.112 28.081 28.0501

Rr 30.427 30.391 30.353 30.316 30.278 30.240
58

Rj 28.705 28.674 28.643 28..612 28.581 28.550

Rr 30.927 30.892 30.854 30.817 30.779 30,740
59

Rj 29.205 29.174 29.143 29.112 29.081 29.050

Rr 31.428 31.392 31.354 31.317 31.279 31.240
60

Rj 29.705 29.674 29.643 29.612 29.581 29.550

Rr 31.929 31.893 31.855 31.818 31.780 31.740
61

R' 30.205 30.174 30.143 30.112 30.081 30.050I

62
Rr 32.429 32.393 32.355 32.318 32.280 32.241
Rj 30.705 30.674 30.643 30.612 30.581 30.550
R 32.930 32.893 32,855 32.818 32.780 32 ..741

63 r
Rj 31.205 31.174 31.143 31.112 31.081 31.050

Rr 33.430 33.394 33.356 33.318 33.280 33.241
64

Ri 31.705 31.674 31.643 31.612 31.581 31.550

65
Rr 33.931 33.894 33.856 33.818 33.780 33.741
R· 32.205 32.174 32.143 32.112 32.081 32.050I

66
Rr 34.431 34.394 34.356 34.319 34.281 34.241
Rj 32.705 32.674 32.643 32.612 32.581 32.550

67
Rr 34.932 34.895 34.857 34.819 34.781 34.741
Rj 33.205 33.174 33.143 33.112 33.081 33,050

68 Rr 35.432 34.395 35.357 35.319 35 ..281 35.242
R 33.705 33.674 33.643 33.612 33.581 33.5501

69 Rr 35.933 35.895 35 ..857 35.819 35.781 35.742
Rj 34.205 34,174 34.143 34.112 34.081 34.050

70
Rr 36.433 36.395 36.357 36.319 36.281 36.242
Rj 34.705 34.674 34,643 34.612 34.581 34.550

71
Rr 36.934 36.896 36.858 36.820 36.782 36.742
Rj 35.205 35.174 35.143 35.112 35.081 35.050

72
Rr 37.434 37.396 37.358 37.320 37.282 37.242
Rj 35.705 35.674. 35.643 35.612 35.581 35.550

73 Rr 37.935 37.896 37.858 37.820 37.782 37,742
Ri 36.205 36.174 36.143 36.112 36.081 36.050

74
Rr 38.435 38.397 38.358 38.320 38.282 38.243
R 36,705 36.674 36.643 36.612 36.581 36.5501

75
Rr 38.935 38.897 38.858 38.820 38.782 38.743
Rj 37.205 37.174 37.143 37.112 37.081 37.050

(continued on page 48)
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THE WOR_D IS
A PATH mWMW:NILES

GEAR
GRI ,RS

WMW;INIL'ES
ZSlZ O8IEG-CNC

...

WMW:NILES Gear Generatingl Grtnders are
in demand everywherel The world's most
tachnoloqicallyadvanced nations look to
WMW:NILES for this equipment=and for good
reason.

I.The NILES Gear Generating Process is the
fastest and most cost eHecUve method for
grinding! small and medium production runs.

• N'ILES meets your requirements with a full
line of automatic gnnders with gear diameter
capacities from 1/2" to 158" .

• ALiL NilLES gear grinders have accuracies to
AGMAl2114.

Customized machines can be ordered' with even
higher guaranteed accuracies.

\tlu won't find B' better Gear Generating Grinder
anywhere. Thafs why companies like,yours have
bought over 46000t them, making WMW:MLES
Grinders most preferredthmughout the wond.

!PARTIAL USAG,E SURVIEV ,(as 011988)
COUNTRY {; OF MACHINES

Federal Republic of Germany 350
Japan 287

Iitaly 175

France 160
Great Britain 1011
North America 41
Switz,erland 15

Complete information is a,vaHable on request

'WMIW M~a,chinery.Inc.
570 Bradley Hill Road

Blauvelt, New York 10913
Phone (91'4) 358·3330

Fax (9'14) 358·2378
Telex 4756017
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~LASSIFIED ~
Rates: Classified Display-per inch
(minimumS) 1X-$130, 3X-$120, 6X-$11O.
Type' will be set to advertiser's layout or Gear
Technology will set type at no extra eharqe.
Word Count: 35 characters per line. 7Unes
perineh.

Pa¥ment: Full payment must accompany
classified ads. Mail copy to Gear
Technology. P.O. Box 1426, IElk Grova
Village. IL 60009 ..A.geoey Commission: No
agency commission on classifieds.

COMPUTER AIDS

I GiEAR
I

I

DESIGN .AN:ALYSIS
IS COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS

I

WO:RM • SPUR • H""E"L~CAL•.'.NI~N:AL
• Souroe COde Provided (BaSIC)
• SeII Prompting
• Complete Instruction Manuals
• Non-Standard Center Distances
• R.ecess Designs
• Non~Standard Tooth Depths
• Contact. Diagram for Worm Drives
• Tolerances per AGMA 390.03

LOAD .ANALYSIS per
• Buckingharn Equations
• AGMA218.01 or·440.04forWOR.MS
• Buckingham Gear Books Available
BUCKIINGHIAIMI ,ASSOCIATES INC.

Spriingfiel'd, VT 0S,1156

CIRCLE ,0...-21ON READER REPLY CARD

GEAR ESTlM'ATIING

The COSTIMATOR computer
aided cost estimatingl system insures
speed and consistency in the diHicult
task of estimatinQl the' costs of an
types of ,gears.

Used by small shops and Fortune
500 companies throughout the'
country.

For compl'ete information
contact us today.

IMaterial DeadUne: Ads must be' received by
the 251hof the month, two months prior to
publicailiofl. Acceptance: Publisher
reserves the' right to accept or reject
classified advenrsements at his discretion.

SERVICE

Manufacturers Technologies,. Inc.
59G Interstate Dr.

West Springfield, IMA 01089'
(413) 733-1972'

GEAA 'GRIN'DING
RiEISHAUER RZ 300:E

GEAR GRI:ND.ERS

CU~CLE ,0..-22 ON READER !REPlY CARD

IOPERATlONAl OR, MAKE. COMPIJETE
to AGMA ICUSS 15

A liD OR PAODUCT10NI QUANTITIES
TOf2:" P.O.

SPURS,. HELICALS, INTERNALS,
CROWNING .AND' INITRilCATE

GEARS/SPII.INE GRINDING REQUIR-
ING SM.A'II.LIDI!AMETER WHEEII.S

'COMPlJETIE GEAR INSPECTION IN- I

ClUDING 100 PERCENT RED LINE

RENAR IINDUSTRIES, IINC.
9710 DISTRIBUTION AVE

SAN DIEGO, CA. 92121

TEL. (619) 566-7610 FAX (619) 566-6524

CIRCLE A-.23 ON READER REPLY CARD

SERVICE

I ,GEAR TESTIING AND'
O:ESIGN FACILITIIES

,

• GEAR DESIGN (NOISE - STRENGTH)

• ROTATING GEAR (TORQUE - SPEED
CONTROL) TEST MACHINES.

• SINGLE TOOTH BENDING FATIIGUE
TESTING.

• STATISTICAL PLANNING - ANALYSIS.

.' WROUGHT STEELS. S'INTERED
METALS, NON-METAlliC MArlS.

.' CAD FACILlTIIES FOR lOW COST
SET-UP.

.' CUSTOM TEST MACHINE DESIGN.' EXPERIENCED PERSONNEl.

PACKIER ENGIN,E,ERINIG
312/355·5722, ext. 214

BOX 353, NAPERVILLE, IL 60566

- - - -- - ---- .. -

CIRCLE A-24 ON RE.ADER REPLY CARD

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SERVICE
Open Capacity On Our

FlEISH!AUER GEAR. TOOTH GR.INDERS
We are capable of gflinding your
gears to AG:MA standards for
salvage or as a planned operation in
prototype or production quantities.

CEFlTIIFIEDGEAR INSPECTION
For immediate service phone:

716-892:-04001
Or send inquiries to:

PRO-GEAR COMPAiNY
400 Kennedy !Road!
Buff.alo, N.Y. 14227

CIRCLE A-25 ON READER IREPlY CARD

Bring In new customers for your busness by advert1sJng In
GEAR TECHNOLOGY, The Journal of Gear Manufacturing.

Call 13:12J437-6604

46 GeorTechnology

SERViICE.
M_AINTENANC!E

IPA'RTS:
Analytical

Gea'r Measuriing
Instruments

and Becorders

PRECISE IINSPE,cm)N
27380 Gratiot Avenue

Roseville, Michigan 48066
313-445·6959

CIRCLE A-26 ON READER REPLY CARD

There's still time ...
order ,closing date for a
classified ad in the MaylJul1e
issue is March 1OIh.



Subsidiary 01
Sundstrand Corporation ,aLK An Equal

Oppertunity Employer

HELP WANTED

'GEAR PEIRSON:NEL
ENGINEERS

GEAR. 'GRINDERS
MAC~HINISTS

IMAlNAGEMENT/SUPERVISIONI
IPRO'DU'CTIONC'ONllROL

QUALITY CONITRO:LlI.NS'PECTION
IPURCHASING, MANAGER

SALES
ACR has movedlto a new ,B5,Ooo square foot

I facility in Mt. Clemens, Michigan. As a result,
the aJxwe and ,other new positions are beingl
created If you are in the the gear business in
any capacity, are ambitious and thinking of
malting a move, send us you r resume,

.ACA: IINDUSTRIES" INC.
15375 Twenty-Threel IMlle Ad.
IMt. 'Clemens, MI48<M4i.l96801

IGEAR, ICUnlN,G
IDEPARTMENT SUiPERVISO:R
A fast growing medium-sized com-

pany located in Rockford, Illinois, is
currently seeking an innovative in-
·divfduaf to head up our gear cutting!
department arid, in turn,fill a position
which is an integral part of our man-
agementleam.

-Eligible candidates will have had
hands-on experience with hobbing,
shaving, gear shaping, broaching, and
gear grinding:equlpment,and a solid:
background in the field ofg;ear manu-
facturing. At IIeast five years ex-
perience ina supervisory position is a
must

Responsibilities include the overall
supervision of our ts-man department
and:enhancement of communications
between upper management and
machine operators.

Weoff.er an attracuve salary and
benefits pack.age.

Send your resume and sa~lary
history to:

PAlTERS'ON GEAR 11IMJ\'CtlINE. INC.
5876 SANDY HOLLOW ROAD
ROCKFORD, IL 61109

POSITION WANTIED: Broadly exper-
ienced Genellal Marnager with a proven
record oJ 29 years in aerospace', military
and commercial markets. P & L respon-
sibi lily at a division supplying precision gear

, products to the' aerospace market.
Successfully improved productivity levels,

I established a close customer relationship
and strengthened professional staff
performance. Please send reply 10: Box.FT,
Gear Technology, P.o.. Box 1426. Elk
Grove, IL 60009.

INDUSTRIAL GEAR .ENGINEER
The Falk Corporcation,known for nearly a centu_TYas ':4 Good Name
in Industry" .,",continues today 'with uncompromising srandams in
,engineering and manufacturing. .

Falk's precision power transmission equipment has driven the machinery 01 industry
sin 'e 1892. In our Milwaukee headquarters, we maintain top quality standards from
design and engineering through manufacturing and assembly,

We are seeking a motivated self-starter wi.l.h a degree in mechanical. industrial.
or manufacturing engineering. and a solid background in gear design and
manufacture. You'll have the opportunity to apply your engineering skills to the
design and processing 01 precision steel gears from lhinch to 40 feel in diam ter,

Th qualified candidate will have at least five years of gear technology experience.
and a sound working knowl dge 01 bobbing, shaping. grinding. heal treating. and
gear metrology. Proficiency in BASIC and FORTRAN programming would also b
helpful. The position requires frequent interaction at all levels of the organization •
from manufacturing management. to the engineering staff to shop floor personnel.
so well-developed interpersonal and communications skills are essential. Occasional
travel will b required in support of sales and service personnel.

As the nation's leading supplier 01 mechanic:aJ power ~ransmjsslon
,equipmenf, and a subsidiary of Sundstrand Corporation. A Fortune
500' company,. we are able ,t6offer a competitive salary and excellent
benefit package.

For more informati6n on ,this career opportunity, please send your
resume and salBly history to: 8111O'Keefe, The Falk Corporation, 3001
W. Canal Sr., P.O. Box 492, MJI'W8ukee~Wl53201.

•••••• A Aa Ud lume ill jn.dllstl'J .A •• A ••• ,

MARCH 19-22. 1989'. First Intema-
tlo.nal Applied Mechanical Systems
Design Conference. Convention Cen-
ter, Nashville, TN. Presentation of
papers, tutorials and panel sessions on
various design topics. For further informa-
tion, contact: Dr. Cemir Bagci. Tennessee
Technological University, Cookeville, TN
38505. (615) 372-3265.

MARCH 28-30, 1989', Gear Design
Semrnar. U.nlvers/ty of Northern
Iowa. Call (319) 273-6899 For more
Information.

APRIL 25-27,1989. ASME 5th Annual
Power Transmission & GearIng Con-
ference. Chicago, IL. Presentations on
emerging technologies for gears, coupl-
ings and other power transmission
devices, gear geometry. noise. manufac-
turing and other gear-related subjects. For
more information, contact Donald Bor-
den. P.O. Box 502. Elm Grove, WI 53122.

APRIL 5.1989. Gear Technology Con-
ference, Hanford, 'CT.Seminar on gear
dnve desqn. gear and spline geometry.
AGMA raongs. computerized gear testing.
oynarruc loading and gear/spline manu-
facture by some of the country's leading
speoarsts. Sponsored by Hartford Section
ASME. Call Ken 12031 565-570 I or Bill
(203) 528-4028 for more Information.

AGMA TECHNICAL EDUCATION
SEMrNARS. AGMA is offering a new
senes of technical education seminars.
each one focusing on a different aspect
of gear manufacturing and taught by In-
dustry experts.
March 7/8. Rochester. NY. "Source In-
spection of Loose Gears from the Cus-
tomer's Standpoint."

For more Information, contact: Bill Daniels.
AGMA. 1500 King St., SUite 201. Alexan-
dna. VA, 22314. 17m) 684{)21I.
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DESIGN OF INTERNAL ...
(continued from page 44) TABLE 9

PROPORTIONS OF 1 DP INTERNAL HELICAL GEARS - 20° STUB INVOLUTE FORM
MESHING WITH SMALL PINIONS - 5 TO 16 TEETH

NO. OF
NUMBER OF TEETH IN PINION

GEAR
TEETH 11 12 13 14 15 16

Rr 39.436 39.397 39.359 39.321 39.282 39.243
76

Ri 37.705 37.674 37.643 37.612 37.581 37.550

Rr 39.936 39.898 39.859 39.821 39.782 39.743
77

R 38.205 38.174 38.143 38.112 38.081 38.050I

Rr 40.437 40.398 40.359 40.321 40.282 40.243
78

Rj 38.705 38.674 38.643 38.612 38.581 38.550

Rr 40.937 40.898 40.859 40.821 40.782 40.743
79

Rj 39.205 39.174 39.143 39.112 39.081 39.050

Rr 41.437 41.398 41.359 41.321 41.282 41.244
80

R- 39.705 39.674 39.643 39.612 39.581 39.550I

Rr 41.938 41.899 41.860 41.822 41.783 41.744
81

Rj 40.205 40.174 40.143 40.112 40.081 40.050

Rr 42.438 42.399 42.360 42.322 42.283 42.244
82

Rj 40.705 40.674 40.643 40.612 40.581 40.550

Rr 42.938 42.899 42.860 42.822 42.783 42.744
83

Rj 41.205 41.174 41.143 41.112 41.081 41.050

Rr 43.438 43.399 43.360 43.322 43.283 43.244
84

R- 41.705 41.674 41.643 41.612 41.581 41.550I

Rr 43.938 43.899 43.860 43.822 43.783 43 ..744
85

R- 42.205 42.174 42.143 4.2.112 42.081 4.2.050I

Rr 44.439 44.400 44.361 44.323 44.283 44.244
86

Ri 42.705 42.674 42.643 42.612 4.2.581 42.550

87 Rr 44.939 44.900 44.861 44.823 44.783 44.744
Rj 43.205 43.174 43.143 43.112 43.081 43.050

Rr 45.439 45.400 45.361 45.323 45.283 45.244
8B

R' 43.705 43.674 43.643 43.612 43.581 43.550I

Rr 45.939 45.900 45.861 45.823 45.783 45.744
89

Rj 44.205 44.174 44.143 44..112 44.081 44.050

Rr 46.439 46 ..400 46.361 46.323
,

46.283
90

46.244
Rj 44.705 44.674 44.643 44.612 44.581 44.550

91 Rr 46.940 46.901 46.862 46.824 46.784 46.744
Rj 45.205 45.174 45.143 45.112 45.081 45.050

Rr 47.440 47.401 47.362 47.324 47.284 47.244 ,

92
R- 45.705 45.674 45.643 45.612 45.581 45.550I

Rr 47.940 47.901 47.862 47.824 47.784 47.744
93

Rj 46.205 46.174 46.143 46.112 46.081 46.050

94 Rr 48.440 48.401 48.362 48.324 48.284 48.244
R· 46.705 46.674 46.643 46.612 46.581 46.550l

95
Rr 48.940 48.901 48.862 48.824 48.784 48.744
Rj 47.205 47.174 47.143 47.112 47.081 47.050

Rr 49.441 49.402 49.363 49.324 49.284 49.244
96

Rj 47.705 47.674 47.643 47.612 47.581 47.550

97 Rr 49.941 49 ..902 49.863 49.824 49.784 49.744
R· 48.205 48.174 48.143 48.112 48.081 48.050I

98
Rr 50.441 50.402 50.363 50.324 50.284 50.244
Rj 48.705 48.674 48.643 48.612 48.581 48.550

99 Rr 50.941 50.902 50.863 50.824 50.784 50.744
Rj 49.205 49.174 49.143 49.112 49.081 49.050

100
Rr 51.441 51.402 51.363 51.324 51.284 51.245
Ri 49.705 49.674 49.643 49.612 49.581 49.550
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FOR ASTER
GRINDIING WHE'EL PROFIIIL,ER

II!ASYT'O INSTAILL - Because of its smalll slze and weight, the IFORMASTEIRdoes not reo
qutrs major machine modifications and can be tnstaned on nearly any grinder. Installation can
usually be accomplished iin less than a day.
EASY TO O'PERATE - Two axis des'ign simplifies programming: and operation, You can
choose between four popular control's that feature menu and G-eode programming, graphiic
simulation, automatic corner rounding, automatic diamond thickness compensation, and
more.

MlAIDE IN U.,S.A.

Patent No. 4,5591,919

IMPIROVES ACCUIRACY

IRIEDUCES WIH EEL
D'RIESS'IING TIIME

ACCURAJE - To within ± .0001" of programmed dimenSion, wit.h repeat accuracy to within
.00006". Extra preclslon roller Ibearing ways, pre-loaded 'roilier screws and optical linear
encoders, as well as superior deslqn ancconstrvcnon, ,give the FORMASTE'R the ability to hold
inspection gage accuracy.
PRODUCTIIIVE - No templates or special diamond mils are needed, so lead times and tool-
ing lnventortes are reduced. Most forms can be programmed and dressed in, ready to, grind in
30 to 45 minutes. Aefresh!ilng the form between ,grinding: passes is accomplished in seconds.
VERSATILE - Can be used with single point diamonds or wlith optional rotary diamond
wheell attachment Nearly any form can be dressed quickly, 'easily and accurately ..
IDIURABLE - Hard seals are closely tttted and are air purged to totally exclude contamina-
tion. Sealed servo motors, automatic lubrication and totally enclosed encoders rninlrntze down
time and ensure long service life.

IP.'O'.Bo'x ,69
Arden" NC 28704
(704)1684·11002

P.O. Box 20,7
NorthviUe, Mil 48161

,(313) 349·2644
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SHAVE OFF THAT EX SE
F-~OJ YOUR P 0, UCTI'O ~OIST

II IHI A TSI BISHII.
Mitsubishi's CNC gear shaving machine assures you high productivity with
setup time r duced to 118of the conventional type shav is. Positioning of work-
pieo . and cutter, diagonal angle setting are all controlk d automatically from
the CNC.
Cutting conditions are stored in memory for ease of operation. Sturdy construc-
tion and thermally balanced structure maintains high accuracy.
For more ,0, -tails please contact our sales engineer at our Bensenville office,

J.. ,!!!rl!~Iu'~!'R~!.H!.
S I MIlI'W''''"''''' 2-etJom C~)~ leu 1OI<yo J"P'II'

cable Addr HISHIJU TOKYO

IMltaubi.hll H _!!IYYInduatrl •• A'm.rica, Ine,
873 SuP''''''8 0""" Ban._,1I1. IL60160 PhOll8 [312f861).4220

Mlt.ubl.hllnt.matlon.1 COqlOra,tioa
87.l s.tgr.,... 0......~ Il 60160 Ph<Jna (312J 860-4222
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